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Abstract 
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The thesis presents findings from five readability studies performed on mobile devices. The 
dynamic Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) format has been enhanced with regard to 
linguistic adaptation and segmentation as well as eye movement modeling. The novel formats 
have been evaluated against other common presentation formats including Paging, Scrolling, 
and Leading in latin-square balanced repeated-measurement studies with 12-16 subjects. 
Apart from monitoring Reading speed, Comprehension, and Task load (NASA-TLX), Eye 
movement tracking has been used to learn more about how the presentation formats affects 
reading. 

The Page format generally offered best readability. Reading on a mobile phone decreased 
reading speed by 10% compared to reading on a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), an interest-
ing finding given that the display area of the mobile phone was 50% smaller. Scrolling, the 
most commonly used presentation format on mobile devices today, proved inferior to both 
Paging and RSVP. Leading, the most widely known dynamic format, caused very unnatural 
eye movements for reading. This seems to have increased task load, but not affected reading 
speed to a similar extent. The RSVP format displaying one word at time was found to reduce 
eye movements significantly, but contrary to common claims, this resulted in decreased read-
ing speed and increased task load. In the last study, Predictive Text Presentation (PTP) was 
introduced. The format is based on RSVP and combines linguistic chunking and adaptation 
with eye movement modeling to achieve a reading experience that can rival traditional text 
presentation.

It is explained why readability on mobile devices is important, how it may be evaluated in 
an efficient and yet reliable manner, and PTP is pinpointed as the format with greatest poten-
tial for improvement. The methodology used in the evaluations and the shortcomings of the 
studies are discussed. Finally, a hyper-graeco-latin-square experimental design is proposed for 
future evaluations.
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learn the true causes of phenomena is not allowed to us, nevertheless it can 
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1 Introduction

“Language has always been the invisible partner of technology” 

 - Howard Rheingold 

Reading and writing has played a fundamental role in the development of 
our culture. Compared to speech and other communication forms, written 
language is a fairly recent invention, yet it has had an immense impact as it 
offers us the possibility to store and share information over unprecedented 
distances in time and space. The first steps towards the literate society we 
live in today can be seen on clay bricks dating back to the Mesopotamian era 
around 7000 years ago. Writing was initially used as a method to keep ac-
count of commodities in trade, but later evolved into a general writing sys-
tem for language (Schmandt-Besserat, 1996). The technologies used for 
mediation have evolved alongside the language, and at time also changed the 
language itself. The Sumerians initially used a stylus to carve symbols into 
the clay bricks. The bricks were later replaced by papyrus scrolls by the 
Egyptians who also developed an early alphabet. The Romans in turn re-
placed papyrus by parchments made from animal hides since the availability 
of papyrus at times was limited to them. Sets of parchments were found to be 
easier to handle if folded together into codices, the early handwritten books. 
Since it could take years for a scribe to make a copy of a codex, the avail-
ability of books was naturally scarce. Gutenberg’s invention of the moveable 
type press facilitated mass production of written material on paper in the 
middle of the 15th century. However, it was not until the industrial revolution 
and the widespread availability of newspapers and cheap books in the middle 
of the 19th century that literacy reached the general public. The printing press 
may very well come to equal the invention of language in respect to its im-
pact on society. 

Today, we live in the midst of a new revolution. Information technology 
has radically changed both how information is shaped, how we work with it, 
and last but not least, how we gain access to it. Written language has ceased 
to be bound by the physical surface words are scribed upon and have transi-
tioned into a virtual realm. Since almost all services and applications are 
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based upon text in one way or another, it is fundamental for the use of com-
puters. With the introduction of the Internet, the greatest challenge in infor-
mation access has become to find what you are looking for rather than how 
to gain access to it (Sahami et al, 2003). With the introduction of network 
connected mobile devices, such as mobile phones and Personal Digital As-
sistants (PDAs), any electronic text can be displayed on any screen, any-
where and anytime. The mobile Internet has for several years been predicted 
to be the next big thing in how we will access information, and the predic-
tions are well founded. Today there are over 2.5 billion users of mobile 
phones globally; the figure is more than twice as large as the number of 
Internet users and growing at a rate of 40 million per year (Wireless Intelli-
gence, 2006). In a few industrialized countries there are now more mobile 
phones than citizens, and in many developing countries, a mobile phone will 
probably be the first computational device that most people will come to 
own (GSM Association, 2006). However, regardless of the fact that mobile 
devices are readily available and most of them are network connected, the 
predicted success of the mobile Internet has not been realized so far. 

There are many different reasons for the slow uptake of the mobile Inter-
net. Service providers made a mistake by promising too much too soon when 
claiming that the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) was the same thing 
as the Internet, which it never was and never will be. Producers of mobile 
devices made a mistake by not providing opportunities for third party devel-
opers to create applications. Companies have not been keen to invest in mo-
bile solutions due to lacking standards and business models. Consumers have 
not thought of mobile phones as computers, but rather as phones for making 
calls. Developers, whom actually have thought of mobile phones as com-
puters, failed to recognize that reusing desktop interaction methods might 
not be the ideal solution in a mobile setting. However, all of this is changing. 
Service providers now do offer access to the real Internet and third party 
developers can create applications; something that combined makes it possi-
ble for companies to build upon existing standards to extend existing, or 
invent new, business models. The companies can then market these services 
to consumers, which make them realize that their phone can be used for so 
much more than talk. Developers have begun to explore and utilize the novel 
interaction possibilities offered by mobile devices, but there is still much that 
remains to be done. Challenging how we do things today is the first step 
towards succeeding in doing it tomorrow. 

When wireless phones were enhanced with computational functionality 
and became Internet connected they inherited the interaction methods and 
office metaphors of the direct manipulation paradigm, justifiably so since 
these tools already had proved to be extremely useful for interaction with 
computers (Schneiderman, 1982). Nonetheless, the usefulness of any tool is 
dependent on a combination of design and use, and these tools were never 
intended for interaction with devices based on a design derived from mobile 
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phones, moreover used in a nomadic environment. It is important to see that 
limited input and output capabilities due to smaller keyboards and screens 
are not optional, they are a fact since mobile devices have to be small to be 
mobile (Öquist et al., 2003). This thesis focuses on the conflict between how 
we traditionally present text, which requires a fairly large area to draw the 
text upon, and the limitation mobile devices put on the screen size available 
for this. One approach to overcome the size constraints may be to design 
interfaces that utilize the possibilities offered by mobile devices to dynami-
cally work with the text and present it in a more suitable way for the user. 
Any such new presentation format must however still adhere to the princi-
ples for reading that has evolved over time. Moreover, to be able to see if the 
novel formats work, we need methods to empirically evaluate them in us-
ability studies. The fact that readability has long been considered important 
as even small improvements can ease reading for large groups of people 
(Huey, 1908), has made the issues concerning readability on small screens 
progressively more important for mobile usability. 

1.1 Aim of the Thesis 
The aim of the thesis has been to bring forward efficient and usable text 
presentation formats for small screens, which adheres to the natural reading 
process that has evolved over time, by making the most of the opportunities 
for linguistic processing and novel interaction offered by mobile devices.  In 
order to do this, eye movement tracking has been introduced as a tool in 
evaluation of text presentation on mobile devices.  

1.2 Thesis Overview 
Regardless of the device used for reading, or the format used for text presen-
tation, the physiological and cognitive limits for reading remain the same. A 
natural starting point for this thesis may therefore be an overview of the 
reading process and a clarification of what we mean by readability. This is 
followed by an introduction to text presentation on small screens and the 
merits and pitfalls of the most common approaches. Next, previous evalua-
tions of readability on mobile devices are presented and the methods used in 
these are discussed. Thereafter, the readability studies performed in the 
scope of this thesis are presented together with a comparative review of the 
results. The findings and the methods used to reach them are then discussed. 
Directions for future research are pointed out together with an improved 
experimental design, and finally, a few concluding remarks and a statement 
of contributions wrap up the thesis. The experimental designs that are dis-
cussed are available as a supplement on the last pages of the thesis.   
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2 The Reading Process 

“You cannot depend on your eyes when your imagination is out of focus” 

- Mark Twain 

Reading is a skill that lies deeply embedded within in our mind. Researchers 
have proposed several different models of how the reading process works; 
some are highly detailed whereas others are more generalizing. Most agree 
that the process can be seen as a form of pattern recognition, but most also 
acknowledges that exactly how process works within the brain remains to be 
discovered (Reichle et al. 2000). Neuroimaging techniques such as Positron 
Emission Tomography (PET), and more recently Functional Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (fMRI), have been able to show us where and when process-
ing takes place during reading (Shaywitzet et al., 2006). This is important as 
it gives us a physiological understanding of the process, but it does not really 
answer the question about how it works. Since we do not know much about 
the processing, a better starting point for understanding how we read might 
be in the other end. By observing how the eyes move while reading we can 
tell how the recognition part works, if we do that we might also learn some 
about how the processing works as well. Next, we shall have a closer look at 
the eye and its physiology. This is followed by an overview of what we 
know about cognitive processing, and how we interpret eye movements in 
this respect. Finally, the concept of readability and how it lends itself to 
measurement will be discussed. 

2.1 Physiological Limitations 
The receptive part of the eye, called the retina, is essentially a panel full of 
photosensitive receptors located on the back of the eyeball (Ø ~42 mm) 
(Figure 1). The retina has two types of receptors, cones and rods. Cones reg-
ister luminosity and colors whereas rods register light changes. Rods are 
much more sensitive to light, but they cannot detect colors and are also 
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slower to respond. Most of the cones are located in a tiny area at the centre 
of the retina called the fovea (Ø ~0,2 mm). The fovea is surrounded by the 
parafovea (Ø ~3 mm); in this region there are still many cones, but also an 
increasing amount of rods. Outside the parafovea there are few cones and a 
decreasing amount of rods, therefore vision becomes progressively less clear 
in the periphery of the retina (Procter and Procter, 1997). 

Figure 1 The eye

The fixation target must be projected on the fovea since a high concentration 
of cones is required for accurate recognition. Even though the retina has a 
240-degree field of vision, the foveal field of vision is only 2-3 degrees wide 
which means that only 6-8 characters can be seen clearly in a single gaze 
(Robeck and Wallace, 1990). Moving centrifugally out from the fovea, the 
number of cones diminishes rapidly. The area immediately surrounding the 
fovea, the parafoveal region, further extends how much of the text that can 
be seen in a single fixation to around 12-14 characters (Robeck and Wallace, 
1990), but beyond that the resolution is too low for recognition (Figure 2). 
The perceptual span is centered to the right of the fixation point, at least for 
readers of left-to-right languages (Just and Carpenter 1980). 

Figure 2 The perceptual span

The effect of this on reading is that we have to move a very narrow focal 
point of vision across the text to be able to read it.  Information is processed 
in fixations, e.g. the fixed gazes, with a duration ranging depending on what 
the target is. The durations have been found to vary greatly. In some studies 
it has ranged between 100-500 ms (Rayner, 1998), whereas it in others has 
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been found to vary between as much as 50-1500 ms (Just and Carpenter 
1980). To move between fixations the eye performs very swift eye move-
ments, called saccades, stretching up to 1-20 characters. The planning and 
execution of a saccade is based on the previous fixations and that which can 
be seen in the parafoveal region (Robeck and Wallace, 1990). For normal 
readers approximately every fifth saccade is directed backwards in the text, 
the reason for this is that the reader has to go back and reread a word or 
change position within a word. When reading a text on a page with a tradi-
tional layout like this, return sweeps are used to move between the lines and 
page sweeps are used to move between pages (Figure 3). You can experience 
this for yourself; just hold a fingertip lightly on top of an eyelid and you 
should be able to feel how the eye moves while you read. 

Figure 3 Time-plot of horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) eye movements over time (t) 
when a subject reads a text over two pages for ~30 s. 

2.2 Cognitive Processing 
An illuminating example of the complexities involved in the reading process 
is found in an empirical study performed by Braze et al. (2002). In their 
study, eye movement patterns from subjects reading sentences containing 
syntactic errors (form) and pragmatic errors (meaning) were compared to 
reading non-anomalous sentences.  The aim with the study was to observe 
where and when regressions take place during reading the sentences and 
treat these as and indication of cognitive processing. The results showed that 
syntactic and pragmatic errors result in regression distributions that were 
distinctively different. Syntactic errors (cracking*) generated many regres-
sions initially, with rapid return to baseline. Pragmatic errors (bite*) resulted 
in lengthened reading times, followed by a gradual increase in regressions 
that reached a maximum at the end of the sentence (Figure 4). These find-
ings support the hypothesis that there exists a distinction between form (con-
tent) and meaning (context); moreover the study shows how eye movement 
tracking can be used to learn more about this difference. 
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Figure 4 Proportion of regressive eye movements from each sentence region (1-6) as 
a difference from the control condition depending on a syntactic (cracking*) or 
pragmatic (bite*) error 

The planning of saccades and the use of regressions for clarification seems 
to indicate that there is more to reading than meets the eye. The large differ-
ences observed in saccade lengths and fixation durations appear to reflect an 
ongoing process that changes depending on what is being read. What we 
know about the physiology of the eyes and their movements while reading 
seem to suggest that perception and recognition is highly dependent on cog-
nitive (i.e. linguistic) processing. Eye movements can tell us surprisingly 
much about cognitive processing and most models of the reading process are 
based on empirical data of reading. The models that have been proposed can 
be roughly divided into either ocular motor or processing driven models 
(Reichle et al., 2000).  The ocular motor models mostly look at the visual 
properties of the text (i.e. word lengths) and the physiological limits of the 
eye (i.e. perceptual span and saccade lengths) in order to determine the loca-
tion and duration of fixations (Reichle et al., 2000). Ocular motor modeling 
has successfully been used to predict eye movements, but the models can 
never (and do not claim to) explain the whole reading process since they 
ignore the fact that language evidently has an impact on reading. The proc-
essing models on the other hand assign linguistic processing a very central 
role. The general assumption of these models is that the fixation duration is 
directly related to the cognitive processing whereas the fixation targets are 
determined by a combination of linguistic, orthographic and ocular motor 
factors (Reichle et al., 2000). 
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2.3 Modeling Reading 
Just and Carpenter suggested that, “a reader can take in information at a pace 
that matches the internal comprehension process” (Just and Carpenter, 1980, 
pp. 329). From this starting point they developed Reader, the most widely 
known processing model. They began by observing actual gaze durations, 
the sum of all fixations on a word before moving to the next, made by col-
lege students reading scientific passages of text. Just and Carpenter found 
large variations in the duration of individual fixations as well as the duration 
of fixations on individual words. They also found that almost each content 
word was fixated and that fixation times were longer on words that were 
infrequent, thematically important or clarifying the interpretation of previous 
words. The gaze durations were also found to be longer at the end of a sen-
tence thus indicating integrative processing. From these findings they 
founded their model on two assumptions. The first was the immediacy hy-
pothesis, which state that each word is immediately processed when it is 
fixated. The second assumption is the eye-mind hypothesis, which state that 
the eyes remain fixated on a word as long as it is processed (Just and Car-
penter, 1980). Both assumptions have later been criticized because they 
don’t account for context and parafoveal preview effects (Robeck and Wal-
lace, 1990).

The model presented by Just and Carpenter is very comprehensible but 
unfortunately it tries to explain the entire reading process, from fixation to 
long term-memory (Just and Carpenter, 1980). Although this made the 
model quite complex it is still disputed as it is assumed to simplify matters 
too much (Reichle et al. 2000). However, although the model might have 
tried to cover too much of the reading process it still has merits, simplifying 
a complex problem is not necessarily negative. If we combine Just and Car-
penter’s processing model with ocular motor modeling of the physiological 
limits of the eye and the visual properties of the text, we may get closer to a 
realistic definition. Fixation duration, i.e. determination of when, is governed 
by cognitive processing, while saccade execution, i.e. determination of 
where, is governed by a combination of linguistic, orthographic and ocular 
motor factors. 

There are also other processing models available but these have had a mi-
nor impact on the work presented here. Rayner’s E-Z reader is a model that 
is similar to the one presented by Just and Carpenter, but with a narrower 
scope since it does not try to account for high-level linguistic (e.g. semantic) 
processing. It does however account for preview and context effects 
(Rayner, 1988; Reichle et al., 2000). The model is unfortunately quite com-
plex and the underlying assumptions are not as transparent as in the model 
presented by Just and Carpenter. Another processing model is the attention-
shift model (Reilly, 1993). It utilizes two connectionist back-propagating 
neural networks, one for word recognition and one for planning saccades. 
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From a linguistic viewpoint the attention-shift approach seems a little too 
simple to be plausible, however the use a learning algorithm is appealing 
since individual differences in reading behavior are likely to be quite large. 

2.4 Measuring Readability 
Readability is typically referred to as the ease of “which the meaning of text 
can be comprehended” (Mills and Weldon, 1987, pp. 331). This is of course 
a very vague definition, but the assessment of readability is also affected by 
a multitude of factors. First, there are many differences between texts, some 
are very comprehensive and well written whereas others can be totally un-
readable. Second, there are differences between readers; some are very ex-
perienced whereas others cannot read at all. Third, there are differences be-
tween reading situations, reading reference literature before an exam differs 
a lot from reading a novel while waiting for the bus. Fourth, there are differ-
ences between the presentation formats, this thesis might be comfortable to 
read on paper but is likely to be strenuous to read on a flickering screen with 
low resolution. To summarize: There are so many factors that affect read-
ability that it is impossible to account for them all. 

Since readability is hard to quantify, the solution is to use approximate 
measures instead. The readability estimations used in this thesis can be cate-
gorized according to their use as either ratings or measures. Ratings are used 
to determine readability of text based on quantitative predictions whereas 
measures are used to evaluate readability based on actual reader perform-
ance. Readability of text is usually rated by using readability formulas. Most 
readability formulas are quite simple and use a combination of word fre-
quencies, word lengths and sentence lengths as a basis for the results. Al-
though most formulas use purely quantitative measures they can give an 
indication of how hard or easy a text is likely to be to read. There are several 
readability formulas for English available (see Tekfi, 1987 for an overview), 
but for Swedish there is only one that is widely known. LIX (Läsbarhetsin-
dex in Swedish) is a quantitative readability formula for developed by 
Björnsson (1968). An estimated value of the readability of a text is calcu-
lated on basis of the percentage of long words, seven or more characters, and 
the average sentence length. The result is a value between approximately 1 
and 100 where lower values are interpreted as easier to read. 

Readability has mostly been measured in terms of reading speed and 
comprehension (Mills and Weldon, 1987). Reading speed is often calculated 
as words read per minute (WPM) whereas comprehension is represented as 
percent of correctly answered questions. The reading speed results are 
mostly reliable when comparing results from different evaluations whereas 
the comprehension scores are unpredictable since they are highly dependant 
on the type of questions asked. The product of reading speed and compre-
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hension scores are commonly used as a composite measure of reading effi-
ciency (Jackson and McClelland, 1979; Rahman and Muter, 1999; Castel-
hano and Muter, 2001). The measure is used to avoid problems associated 
with assumed trade-offs between speed and comprehension (Wickens, 
1992). However, since the comprehension scores are likely to be unreliable, 
both reading speed and comprehension must be reported separately as well if 
the results are to be comparable to other studies.  

Since readability is an inherently subjective measure, subjective invento-
ries have to be included in order to learn about the reading experience. The 
most widely used subjective measure is the attitude inventory. It is especially 
common to use when different text presentation formats are compared 
against each other. Attitude inventories are essentially a set of questions 
about experience and preference. Unfortunately the questions often differ 
between evaluations making it hard to compare the results; nonetheless they 
can be very illuminating for the evaluators. Another subjective measure used 
in evaluations, which actually is comparable, is the standardized NASA-
TLX (Task Load Index) task load inventory (Hart and Staveland, 1988). The 
inventory is composed of six factors denoting cognitive demands that are 
rated by the subjects after completing a task. The inventory covers Mental, 
Physical, and Temporal demand, as well as perceived Effort, Frustration and 
Performance (Figure 5). 

Figure 5 NASA-TLX (Task Load Index) rating scale for mental demand

What we really want to learn by measuring readability is to find the text 
presentation format that best support reading. A more accurate definition of 
readability that relates closer to how we actually read may thus be: “the ease 
with which the reading process can proceed” (Öquist et al., 2004a, p. 109). 
This is where tracking and analysis of eye movements becomes interesting 
as this can be used as an additional measure of how the reading process has 
proceeded. The fact that more difficult texts or a text read in a second lan-
guage resulted in a significantly larger amount of regressions was one of the 
first findings made after the discovery of eye movements just now a century 
ago (Paulson and Goodman, 2000).  Looking at eye movements and observ-
ing how they differ or conform to what we expect from reading is just as 
useful today as it was then since it is one of the very few objective measures 
of readability that we have available. 
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3 Reading on Mobile Devices 

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication” 

 - Leonardo da Vinci 

Until novel technologies such as folding screens or retinal projection prove 
to be viable solutions for mobile users, billions of people will read on 
screens with a size we see on mobile phones today. Since better readability 
results in increased usability, design guidelines for the improvement of read-
ability based on empirical findings are important for mobile development. In 
this section, we begin by looking at mobile interaction and briefly review the 
challenges and opportunities that are offered for text presentation. Next, we 
will focus on the issues of presenting text on limited display areas by a look 
at how readability on desktop screens has evolved with the aim of finding 
parallels to the future of mobile displays. We will then have a look at the 
presentation formats most commonly used on mobile devices today. This is 
followed by a review of previous evaluations, and a few remarks on evalua-
tion methodology.  

3.1 Mobile Interaction 
Mobile devices are essentially computers with much smaller form factors, 
e.g. smaller keyboards or screens. The result is limited input and output ca-
pabilities compared to desktop computers, but in return they are highly port-
able which makes them easy to bring with you. It is important to see that 
mobile devices differ from desktop computers, not only in regard to size but 
also to where and how they are used. Different devices are targeted for use in 
different locations, whereas different interfaces are targeted for use in differ-
ent situations. But there is nothing that says that there must be a specific 
device for each location, nor that each interface will be used in the same way 
in each situation. The combination of location and situation creates different 
contexts of use, which are decisive of how usable different combinations of 
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devices and interfaces are going to be. By identifying the contexts of use, it 
is possible to identify which interfaces are useful in the situations and loca-
tions where an application is to be used. Weiss (2002) proposes a personal 
computing continuum ranging from desktop-laptop-palmtop to handheld, 
where portability increases as device size decreases (Figure 6).  

Figure 6  The personal computing continuum

In Öquist et al. (2004b), we used the personal computing continuum as a 
start point to outline a usability taxonomy for Multiple User Interfaces 
(MUIs). The taxonomy is based on four typical contexts of use: stationary 
(desktop), seated (laptop), standing (palmtop), and moving (handheld). Next, 
we characterized the different contexts of use by enumerating the four envi-
ronmental factors that we believed affected usability most: portability, atten-
tiveness, manageability, and learnability. For each of the contexts of use we 
could identify combinations of environmental factors that were indexical for 
different contexts of use. The last two of the contexts, the standing (PDA) 
and the moving (mobile phone), are those that pertain to the mobile devices 
used in this thesis.

When comparing the contexts of use, several factors distinguished the 
standing from the seated context. Portability increased, allowing a separation 
into two objects (e.g., a PDA and a stylus); moreover attentiveness has been 
reduced as the interfaces used in this context may form a secondary focus of 
attention. Manageability is more unstable, since the user holds the device 
with one hand and operates it with the other. The technological paradigm 
requires the most additional learning effort in this context (Cooper 1995); an 
idiomatic interface may be used (e.g. learnt once it’s tried), as can a meta-
phorical interface (e.g. learnt by similarity), although its integrity can no 
longer be assured due to the degree of interface minimization. When we 
went from the standing to the moving context of use, the typical context of 
use for a mobile phone, all factors were found to change. Portability de-
manded that the device is a single artefact; attentiveness is minimal due to 
the fact that the user should now be able to move, and manageability is re-
duced to one hand and is therefore unbalanced. Furthermore, the paradigm of 
learnability is limited to the idiomatic. It may seem like that the more port-
able a device is, the less versatile it is. However, the more portable a device 
is, the more contexts can it be used in; which is a kind of versatility in itself 
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3.2 Text Presentation on Small Screens 
Readability was a problem in the early days of computing. Reading speed 
was found to be 20-30% slower on screens although comprehension was 
roughly the same (Muter et al., 1982; Kang and Muter, 1989). These find-
ings are not too surprising given that the first screens were primitive Cathode 
Ray Tube (CRT) units with low resolution and mediocre refresh rates. The 
designs of the early experiments have also been criticized mainly because 
the reading situations were quite unrealistic (Dillon 1992). The Achilles' heel 
of the first-generation large screens seems to have been the low resolution.

Screen technology evolved rapidly and the second-generation CRT 
screens offered far better resolution and also color. However, the break-
through in readability, and usability in general, came with the introduction of 
the Graphical User Interface (GUI).  Studies performed on computers with 
GUIs showed that there was in fact little or no differences between screen 
and paper, provided that attention was paid to such factors as screen resolu-
tion, refresh rates, anti-aliasing, text polarity, etc (Gould et al., 1987; Os-
borne and Holton, 1988; Muter and Maurutto, 1991; Muter, 1996). Although 
reading speed and comprehension does not differ much between high-quality 
screens and paper the users still seem to prefer reading on paper. This may 
be partially due to the fact that reading on a large screen requires the reader 
to view the text from a distance and in a fatiguing posture (Schneiderman, 
1998).  However, the screen must not necessarily be seen as a successor to 
paper but rather as a complement. There are many things that can be done 
with a text on a computer that is hard, or impossible, to do on paper. A 
common situation is also to browse for documents on the screen and then 
print the selected document on paper for reading. In this light the readability 
on the large screens of today seems quite satisfactory. However, reading on 
small screens is a different story. 

Most mobile devices utilize flat Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) screens. 
The early LCD screens were monochrome and offered poor resolution, a bit 
like returning to a sized down version of an early CRT screen. However, 
LCD technology has evolved and today Thin-Film Transistor (TFT) technol-
ogy offers a resolution and colour depth that is comparable or better than 
second-generation CRT screens. The problem with readability on small 
screens is not so much the resolution as it is the limitation of screen space, 
which restricts the amount of information that can be presented at a time. 
This implies a higher the rate of interaction by the user to view the text. 
Reading a longer text on a small screen can thus be frustrating and, to com-
plicate matters further, users of mobile devices do not always have access to 
printing facilities.

Duchnicky and Kolers (1983) performed an experiment with varying 
window widths and heights on a desktop computer and found that a height of 
20 lines only increased reading speed by a mere 9% compared to using a 
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height of 4 lines. Smaller window heights than 4 lines were however found 
to be significantly less efficient to use. The results also showed that a win-
dow width of 2/3 of a full page increased reading speed by 25% compared to 
using 1/3 of a full page. These widths are much larger than what the average 
mobile device has to offer, but the findings seem to suggest that a limited 
screen width decreases reading speed. Using a higher density of characters 
per line was also found to improve readability; using 80 characters compared 
to 40 increased reading speed by 30%. This is not very surprising given that 
a lower density implies less information in the perceptual span at a time and 
therefore also a lowered efficiency.  Dillon et al. (1990) investigated how 
reading was affected by using window heights of 60 and 20 lines. The sub-
jects who read using the smaller window height were found to perform sig-
nificantly more jumps and also altered the direction of reading much more 
often, but the results showed that neither reading speed nor comprehension 
differed. This is not in line what Duchnicky and Kolers found, one reason for 
the difference may be that Dillon used much longer texts (~3000 words 
compared to ~350 words). Nonetheless, the results from both evaluations 
seem to suggest that a small screen space does imply a higher rate of interac-
tion.

3.3 Text Presentation Formats 
Since reading on computer screens is a recent innovation it is natural that the 
two most commonly used formats to present text, Scrolling and Paging, are 
adapted from how we traditionally have presented text on papyrus and paper. 
Computers do however offer us new ways to present text on screens by dis-
playing it dynamically over time (Bruijn and Spence, 2000; Juola et al., 
1995; Mills and Weldon, 1987; Rahman and Muter, 1999). The two most 
well know formats for doing this are Leading and Rapid Serial Visual Pres-
entation (RSVP). Each of the four formats, Scrolling, Paging, Leading and 
RSVP, will now be presented in turn with focus on how the may be used on 
mobile devices.  

3.3.1 Scrolling
Scrolling presents the text in the traditional format on a display area that may 
be larger than the screen. Scroll bars are usually used to indicate how much 
of the text that is displayed on the screen as well as current horizontal and 
vertical position. Using both horizontal and vertical scrolling for text presen-
tation is neither efficient nor appreciated by users (Muter, 1996), the length 
of the lines are therefore often shortened to fit the screen so that only vertical 
scrolling is necessary. A joystick or a set of arrow keys can be used to move 
to a different position. In interfaces where a mouse or stylus is used, the 
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scrollbars may be used for navigation as well. On mobile devices, the text is 
usually vertically scrolled line by line. The number of lines is decided by the 
amount of text that can fit horizontally. The least number of interactions 
needed to read a text using is equal to the number of lines minus the number 
of lines initially displayed on the screen (Figure 7). 

Figure 7  Scrolling implemented on a mobile phone

3.3.2 Paging
Paging presents the text in the traditional format, but divides it into pages 
that fit the screen area. A joystick or a set of arrow keys is used to move 
between pages. The current page number and the total number of pages are 
usually displayed to inform the user of the position in the text (Muter, 1996). 
The number of pages needed to present a text is a function of the line length, 
decided by how much that can fit horizontally, and the number of lines per 
page, decided by how much that can fit vertically. If either the line length or 
the number lines per page is small, as it usually is on mobile devices, even 
slight changes to either can dramatically change the number of pages. The 
least number of interactions needed to read a text using paging is equal to the 
number of pages minus the first page displayed. Compared to Scrolling the 
number of interactions is thus reduced by a factor of how many lines that fit 
per page on the screen (Figure 8). 

Figure 8 Paging implemented on a mobile phone 
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3.3.3 Leading
Leading dynamically scrolls the text horizontally on one line across the 
screen. The text continuously moves across the screen at a certain speed that 
may be selected by the user. Moving the text pixel for pixel has been found 
to be more efficient than moving it character for character (Kang and Muter, 
1989). A joystick or a set of arrow keys are used to start and stop the presen-
tation, go forward and backward in the text, as well as increasing or decreas-
ing the speed. A progress bar or completion meter may be used to indicate 
location in the text. The time required to read a text is decided by the speed 
of the text presentation. The size of the text display area does not affect the 
presentation speed, but text presented on a shorter line may be perceived as 
going faster. The least number of interactions needed to read a text using 
Leading is just one (or even none if the presentation starts automatically), 
but speed changes as well as interactions to go back and forward realistically 
adds to this number (Figure 9).  

Figure 9 Leading implemented on a mobile phone

3.3.4 Rapid Serial Visual Presentation 
Rapid Serial Visual Presentation dynamically presents the text in chunks of 
one or a few words at a time at a fixed location on the screen (Forster, 1970; 
Juola et al., 1982; Potter, 1984). The chunks are successively displayed at a 
pace that may be selected by the user (Muter 1996). Adapting the exposure 
time of each chunk to its length or frequency in language has been found to 
improve readability (Castelhano and Muter, 2001; Öquist and Goldstein, 
2003). A joystick or a set of arrow keys are used to start and stop the presen-
tation, go forward and backward in the text, as well as increasing or decreas-
ing the speed. A progress bar or completion meter may be used to indicate 
location in the text and previous evaluations have shown that this is benefi-
cial for the RSVP format (Rahman and Muter, 1999). The time required to 
read a text is decided by the speed of the text presentation, which usually is 
measured in words per minute. The size of the chunks affect the speed of the 
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presentation since smaller chunks requires a higher presentation pace. The 
time to read a text is however constant at a certain speed regardless of chunk 
size. In similar to Leading, the format requires a minimum of user interac-
tion (Figure 10).  

Figure 10  RSVP implemented on a mobile phone 

Today most mobile phones use a joystick in combination with a set of soft 
keys to control the interface. The joystick is typically used to control the text 
presentation whereas the soft buttons are used to control the interface, e.g. 
switch between menus or alter settings (Figure 11). Utilizing accelerometers 
to control the presentation by tilting the device may prove fruitful in the 
future as it offers a more direct mode of interactivity (Öquist, 2004). 

Figure 11 Button assignments for RSVP on a Sony Ericsson T610 mobile phone 
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3.4 Previous Evaluations 
Most evaluations of the text presentation formats targeted for small screens 
have not actually been performed on mobile devices. The majority of them 
have moreover been directed towards exploring new possibilities to present 
text, usually by evaluating novel variations of the RSVP format. To make 
matters a bit more complicated, the implementations of the text presentation 
formats and the experimental designs vary considerably between experi-
ments. It is therefore hard to compare a finding for one format reported in 
one evaluation to those achieved in another. Nonetheless, an overview of 
previous experiments may at least shed some light on what we have learnt so 
far about the text presentation formats in terms of readability. 

Joula et al. (1982) presented shorter paragraphs of text on a CRT screen, 
either in the page format or in the RSVP format with text chunks of 5, 10 or 
15 characters. Each text chunk was exposed for 200-300 ms, which is equal 
to a reading speed of approximately 300 WPM. The results showed no sig-
nificant differences in comprehension between the reading conditions.  

Masson (1983) evaluated how the insertion of blank windows at sentence 
boundaries affected the RSVP format. Masson experimented with durations 
of 500 and 1000 ms and found that performance increased with blank win-
dows regardless of duration. 

Cocklin et al. (1984) compared RSVP with the text divided into either idea 
units or ad-hoc chunks. The idea unit segmentation was performed by hand 
and was based on clause and phrase boundaries as well as linguistic features. 
Each chunk averaged 13 characters and the reading speed was approximately 
300 wpm. The results showed that the use of idea units increased compre-
hension a little but not significantly. 

Muter et al. (1988) performed experiments with self-paced RSVP and RSVP 
that permitted regressions. The results showed that larger regressions yielded 
slower reading and regressions back to the beginning of the sentence were 
found to be more frequent than regressions two words back. Overall the re-
sults indicated that permitting reader control was feasible but permitting 
regressions resulted in lower performance.  

Kang and Muter (1989) compared RSVP to word-by-word, letter-by-letter 
and pixel-by-pixel Leading. Except for word-by-word, comprehension was 
as high for Leading as it was for RSVP. The comprehension scores for pixel-
by-pixel leading were also found to match RSVP at reading speeds ranging 
from 100 to 300 WPM. The subjects in the evaluation were also found to 
express a significantly higher preference for pixel-by-pixel Leading.  
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Fine and Peli (1995) evaluated how visually impaired and elderly subjects 
read using RSVP and scrolled text. They found that the visually impaired 
read at a similar speed using both formats whereas the elderly read faster 
using RSVP. 

Joula et al. (1995) compared Leading to RSVP on eight-character horizontal 
display. The results showed that sentences were read more accurately in the 
RSVP format than in the Leading format. 

Rahman and Muter (1999) benchmarked word-for-word RSVP and sen-
tence-by-sentence presentation, with or without a completion meter, to tradi-
tional text presentation in the page format. No significant differences were 
found for comprehension and reading speed but the subjects liked the inclu-
sion of a completion meter. 

Sicheritz (2001) compared reading using RSVP with three different text 
presentation window widths (11, 17 and 25 characters) on a PDA to reading 
in a paper book. The results showed that neither reading speed nor compre-
hension differed between the conditions. The NASA-TLX task load inven-
tory did however reveal significantly higher task load ratings for the RSVP 
conditions for all factors but Physical demand. A 25-character window width 
was found to be more efficient, but the difference was not significant. 

Castelhano and Muter (2001) evaluated the effects of using RSVP with or 
without punctuation pauses, variable word durations and a completion meter. 
They compared a few RSVP formats to traditional text presentation and sen-
tence-by-sentence presentation. The results showed that pauses and varia-
tions made the RSVP format significantly more accepted. However, the sen-
tence-by-sentence and traditional page format remained more popular al-
though RSVP was just as effective.  

Laarni (2002) compared reading using Scrolling, Paging, Leading and RSVP 
on several different screen sizes that were emulated on a desktop. The results 
showed that Scrolling and RSVP were the most suitable formats to use on 
mobile phones. RSVP was moreover found to be the fastest format when 
reading on a screen with the size of a mobile phone.  

All the findings reported in the reviewed evaluations are valid in the sense 
that they are obtained scientifically. For each experiment, hypotheses are 
tested statistically using methods appropriate for their respective experimen-
tal design. All of the experiments are more or less repeatable; some of the 
software used in the experiments may be hard to come by. The main prob-
lem is however that none of the experimental designs are comparable to each 
other. This makes it very difficult to compare the results. The most com-
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monly evaluated format in the experiments is RSVP, but not a single evalua-
tion has implemented the format in the same way. There is little or no docu-
mentation in previous studies on exactly how the exposure times have been 
calculated. What is known however is that the exposure times have generally 
been fixed (e.g. every word or chunk has been displayed for the same time in 
relation to the set reading speed). All use words per minute (WPM) as a 
measure of reading speed, but it remains unclear if it is defined equally in 
terms of what the time includes. Only a few of the comprehension tests and 
the subjective inventories used are comparable.  

The current state of affairs is understandable given that different research-
ers have performed most evaluations, but it is nonetheless regrettable. This 
does not mean that there is nothing to learn from the previous experiments, 
but it does mean that one has to be careful when drawing conclusions from a 
comparison of results. Moreover, it clearly illustrates the need for standard-
ized evaluation measures and guidelines for evaluation of readability, 
whether it is performed on a mobile device or not.  
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4 Readability Studies 

“Whether you can observe a thing or not depends on the theory which you 
use. It is the theory which decides what can be observed.” 

 - Albert Einstein 

In this chapter, the five readability studies that have been performed in the 
scope of this thesis are presented. We start with a discussion around the 
methodological problems that are related to study readability. The experi-
mental design that is used in the studies is then explained. Next, each of the 
five studies is presented in turn. 

4.1 Methodology
Evaluating readability is difficult. To start with, you need a representative 
number of subjects that read texts using the formats that you want to evalu-
ate. How large the number must be is decided by the experimental design. 
Running readability studies is typically time consuming and designs that 
limit the number of subjects are usually desired. Moreover, there are a few 
things to keep in mind. Since the subjects cannot read the same text twice in 
the same way, you need one text for each text presentation format. Even if 
the difficulty of the texts is rated and found to be similar, they are not going 
to be equal. A text read in one format may for some reason fit better for that 
format, or it may just be that the questions on the comprehension test was 
easier for that text. Texts and presentation formats thus has to balanced. It 
may come as a surprise, but the single largest source of error in a readability 
evaluation can be the subjects. The difference between how persons read is 
generally much larger than the differences between text presentation formats 
or the texts themselves. To ensure that it really is the text presentation for-
mats that are being evaluated; each subject has to read a different text using 
each presentation format. Finally, subjects actually do get tired when reading 
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even if it sounds like an easy task. The texts may not be that difficult, but the 
presentation formats that are being evaluated may be cumbersome to use. In 
order to get reliable results it is important to balance the order in which sub-
jects read using the presentation formats. 

In our experiments, we have used a within-subject repeated-measurement 
experimental design that meets all of the aforementioned criteria. The benefit 
of using such a design in readability studies is that it limits the effects of 
variance caused by the subjects reading performance on the results for the 
text presentation formats. Each subject reads a text using each of the for-
mats, what we then look at is not how well the reader performed but rather 
how well the formats performed for that reader. When several measurements 
are taken on the same experimental unit, in this case the different presenta-
tion formats, the measurements tend to be correlated with each other. The 
correlations between formats can then be taken into account using a multi-
variate analysis of variance (MANOVA). We used the repeated-
measurement General Linear Model (GLM) to test for significances. The 
significance (alpha) level was set to 5%. Since several hypotheses are tested 
simultaneously, the level of multiple comparisons has been Bonferroni ad-
justed (Bonferroni, 1935) (e.g. the standard of proof needed is heightened by 
dividing the alpha level by the number of factors). 

To limit the number of subjects we employed a graeco-latin-square (GLS) 
design. Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler introduced latin-squares in 
1782 as a "une nouvelle espèce de quarrès magiques", a new kind of magic 
squares (Euler, 1782). A latin-square is a table with n*n cells where every 
element occurs exactly once in each row and column. Common examples of 
latin-squares are all solutions to a Sudoku puzzle. A graeco-latin-square 
(also called Euler square after the inventor) is a latin-square of two sets of n
elements, S and T, ordered in a n*n table so that each cell contain an ordered 
set <s, t> and no row or column contains more than one s or one t (Box et al, 
2005). If we let the formats be S = {Α, Β, Χ, ∆} and the texts T = {α, β, χ,
δ}, we can create a GLS of experimental conditions (Table 1).     

Table 1 Graeco-latin-square (GLS) for presentation formats and texts

Experimental conditions 
Format Α / Text α Format Β / Text β Format Χ / Text χ Format ∆ / Text δ
Format Β / Text β Format Χ / Text χ Format ∆ / Text δ Format Α / Text α
Format Χ / Text χ Format ∆ / Text δ Format Α / Text α Format Β / Text β
Format ∆ / Text δ Format Α / Text α Format B / Text β Format Χ / Text χ

When evaluating readability we also have presentation order as a factor to 
take into account. Moreover, always reading the same text with the same 
format is not desired. To balance for this as well, the graeco-latin-square is 
randomized by transposition (e.g. putting the first column last and shifting 
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either S to T one row up or down, or vice versa) to create three additional 
fourth order squares. The result is a table of sixteen rows and four columns 
(Table 10). A subject can then be assigned to each row; the experimental 
conditions then become the ordered cells in that row. Using a graeco-latin-
square design makes it possible to run a reliable experiment with four text 
presentation formats using sixteen subjects. This may sound like a small 
figure, and in fact it is, but the statistical model used for the experiment is 
intended just for such situations where it is impractical or expensive to run a 
large number of tests. A GLS experimental design has been used in all stud-
ies presented in this thesis. However, as we will soon see in the third study, 
tampering with the latin-squares can easily result in flawed results.

4.2 Experiments
Each of the five studies will now be presented in turn. Focus will be on the 
rationale behind the evaluations, the tools and methods involved in perform-
ing them, and of course, the key findings stemming from them.  

4.2.1 Study one – Introducing Linguistic Adaptation
The aim with the first study was twofold, on the one hand we wanted to 
compare RSVP to other presentation formats where all conditions were per-
formed on a mobile device, on the other hand we wanted to see if the RSVP 
format could be improved by using linguistic adaptation (Öquist, 2001; 
Öquist and Goldstein, 2002). In a previous experiment (Sicheritz, 2000), 
texts were read on a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) using RSVP and a 
paper book. Neither reading speed nor comprehension was found to differ 
significantly. However, the NASA-TLX task load inventory revealed sig-
nificantly higher task loads when using RSVP for most factors. One explana-
tion to the higher task load may be the fact that the exposure times in previ-
ous RSVP implementations have been equal for all chunks given a certain 
speed although the reading speed actually varies (Just and Carpenter, 1980).  

Adaptive RSVP (Goldstein et al., 2001; Öquist, 2001) attempts to mimic 
the reader’s cognitive text processing pace more adequately by adjusting 
each text chunk exposure time in respect to the text appearing in the RSVP 
text presentation window. By assuming the eye-mind hypothesis (Just and 
Carpenter, 1980), i.e., that the eye remains fixated on a text chunk as long as 
it is being processed, the needed exposure time of a text chunk can be as-
sumed proportional to the predicted gaze duration of that text chunk. Since 
very common, known, or short words are usually processed faster than infre-
quent, unknown or long words, the text chunk exposure times can be ad-
justed accordingly (Just and Carpenter, 1980). Further, most new informa-
tion tends to be introduced late in sentences and therefore ambiguity and 
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references tends to be resolved there as well. A shorter sentence is also usu-
ally processed faster than a longer one since it conveys less information (Just 
and Carpenter, 1980). Thus, processing time differs both within and between 
sentences and the text chunk exposure times can therefore be adjusted ac-
cordingly as well.  

On basis of these findings, two adaptive algorithms supposed to decrease 
task load were developed (Öquist, 2001). The first algorithm adapts the ex-
posure time to the content of the text chunks whereas the second also looks 
to the context in the sentences. Both algorithms insert a blank window be-
tween each sentence if there is not enough space to begin on the next sen-
tence in the same window, otherwise a delay is added to the sentence bound-
ary instead. In content adaptive mode, the exposure time for each text chunk 
is based on the numbers of characters and words that are being exposed for 
the moment. Longer words are assumed to be more infrequent and take 
longer time to read than shorter words. A higher number of words are also 
assumed to take longer time to read and should thus receive more exposure 
time. The following formula is used to calculate the exposure time for con-
tent adaptation (Equation 1): 

time1 = (nwrd+nchr)/(davg*wpm/60) . (1)

The formula uses the number of words (nwrd) and the number of characters 
(nchr) as a basis for the results. Both arguments are added and divided by the 
product of the average word length including delimiters (davg) and the cur-
rently set speed in words per minute (wpm) divided by 60. The result is a 
variable exposure time (time1) depending on the content the current text 
chunk. The average word length including delimiters was set to 7,8 whereas 
the other variables were the same as those used for Fixed RSVP (Öquist and 
Goldstein, 2003). 

In context adaptive mode the exposure time for each text chunk is based 
on the following: The result of content adaptation, the word frequencies of 
the words in the chunk and the position of the chunk in the sentence being 
exposed. To begin with, each word in the chunk is looked up in a lexicon 
with word frequencies. If the word is common it receives a weight lower 
than one (<1) and if it is rare or not in the lexicon it receives a weight higher 
than one (>1). The following formula is used to calculate how the exposure 
time is affected by the word frequencies (Equation 2): 

time2 = time1 * ((wfrq1+…+wfrqnwrd)/nwrd) . (2)

The formula uses the exposure time for content adaptation (time1) and the 
word frequency weights for the words in the chunk (wfrq) as a basis for the 
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result. The word frequency weights are added and divided by the number of 
words in the text chunk (nwrd). The product is then multiplied with the con-
tent adaptive exposure time to get the weighted exposure time (time2). The 
next step is to give the chunk less exposure time if it appears in the begin-
ning of a sentence and more if it appears in the end. The following formula 
is used to calculate the text chunk exposure time depending on the position 
in and the length of the current sentence (Equation 3): 

time3 = (time2+time2* tanh(swrd/savg))/2 . (3)

The formula uses the intermediary exposure time reached earlier (time2), the 
number of words in the sentence exposed so far (swrd) and the average sen-
tence length (savg). In order to get a smooth drop-off in speed along the 
sentence, a mean of the previously calculated exposure time and its product 
with the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) of the division of the number of exposed 
words and the average sentence length is calculated. The result is a varying 
text chunk exposure time (time3), The average sentence length was set to 
11,5 words and the word frequency weights ranged between 0,6-1,2. A lexi-
con with frequencies for the 10.000 most common words in Press 97, a cor-
pus of 11,9 million words, was used to assign the weights according to a 
lognormal distribution (Öquist and Goldstein, 2003). 

In order to evaluate the RSVP algorithms they had to be incorporated into 
a mobile device. Bailando was developed for the Compaq iPAQ 3630 Pocket 
PC, a small PDA with a touch sensitive high-resolution colour display, 240 x 
320 pixels (57.6 x 76.8 mm), 0.24 mm dot pitch, 12-bit (4,096 
colours) TFT LCD. It was important that the graphical interface was appeal-
ing and yet intuitive to use. The prototype had to give a professional impres-
sion since it was supposed to be compared to other professional applications 
for traditional text presentation. In Bailando, the text is presented at an area 
located slightly above the half of the screen. The text is presented at one 
single line that utilizes 2:3 of the screen width and the vertical alignment is 
similar to the text presentation area as a whole. Above the text presentation 
area there is a border for aesthetical reasons. Below the text presentation area 
there is an information area displaying the text title, the progress bar, and the 
current speed settings (Figure 12). The progress bar is included in order to 
support memory of spatial location while reading, as said earlier a comple-
tion meter has been found to increase the user preference for RSVP (Rahman 
and Muter, 1999). 
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Figure 12 The Bailando prototype on a Compaq iPAQ 3630 (left), view of the 
RSVP interface (right)

In the experiment we wanted to compare the adaptive RSVP formats to a 
non-adaptive variant (Fixed RSVP), as well as traditional text presentation 
formats. We moreover wanted to see how the reading differed for long and 
short texts.  Two commercial programs were chosen for traditional text pres-
entation, Microsoft Reader for long texts and Microsoft Internet Explorer for 
short texts. It would probably have been more experimentally sound to use a 
single program for all traditional text presentation, but it would not have 
been realistic. The foremost reason for including two different programs was 
their intended context of use; the MS Reader is custom made to present 
longer texts such as e-books (Hill, 2001) whereas the MS Explorer is de-
signed to present shorter web content such as news articles (Figure 13). 

Figure 13 The MS Reader interface (left) and the MS Explorer interface (right) 

The experiment took place in a dedicated usability lab outfitted with audio 
and video-recording facilities. While reading the subject was seated in a 
comfortable chair in a room separated from the experimenter by a one-way 
mirror (Figure 14).  
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Figure 14 Setup of the first study with experimenter (left) and subject (right) 

A balanced within-subject repeated-measurement experimental design 
was employed for the experiment. Four experimental conditions were 
formed where each subject read one long and one short text using each pres-
entation format. The combinations of long (A-D) and short (a-d) texts were 
fixed creating four text pairs Aa, Bb, Cc and Dd. Subjects thus always read 
the long text first and the short text afterwards. The text pairs were balanced 
against presentation format and order generating sixteen combinations. One 
subject was assigned to each of the sixteen sessions at random. No difference 
in Reading speed, Comprehension, Task load were set as a null hypothesis. 
The hypotheses were tested in the SPSS V10.0 software using the repeated-
measurement General Linear Model (GLM). The significance level was set 
to 5% and the level of multiple comparisons was Bonferroni adjusted. Six-
teen subjects (eight males and eight females; mean age: 25) participated in 
the experiment. Four long Swedish fiction texts of similar length (~4000 
words) and difficulty (LIX ~31), and four shorter Swedish news text (~400 
words) and difficulty (LIX ~47), were chosen to be included in the experi-
ment. Comprehension was measured for long text by ten multiple-choice 
questions with three alternatives, for short texts there were five questions. 
The NASA-TLX inventory was used to measure Task load (Hart and Stave-
land, 1988). Reading speed was calculated as words read per minute based 
on the total time it took for the subjects to read a text including all kind of 
interruptions like pauses, regressions, speed changes etc.  

The null hypothesis regarding no difference in reading speed between the 
conditions when reading short texts was rejected since the main factor for 
reading speed was significant (F[3,45]=8.4, p<0.04). Pair wise comparisons 
revealed that all RSVP conditions increased reading speed significantly 
(p<0.002) compared to using traditional text presentation with the MS Ex-
plorer (Table 2). The statistical analysis indicated no significant differences 
in Reading speed for long text. Comprehension was computed as percent of 
correctly answered multiple-choice questions. The differences between the 
conditions for comprehension were small for both long and short texts and 
the null hypothesis regarding no difference in comprehension for both was 
kept (Table 3). 
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Table 2 Results for Reading speed (WPM) in the first study

Condition Short texts Long texts 
Avg. Std. Dev. Avg. Std. Dev. 

Explorer / Reader 157 53,2 242 80,4
Fixed RSVP 212 46,5 249 58,5
Content RSVP 213 36,8 260 51,2
Context RSVP 203 43,9 258 79,5

Table 3 Results for Comprehension (% Correct) in the first study

Condition Short texts Long texts 
Avg. Std. Dev. Avg. Std. Dev. 

Explorer /  Reader 70 21,9 73 19,6
Fixed RSVP 66 26,0 75 17,9
Content RSVP 59 19,9 76 17,5
Context RSVP 66 18,9 71 21,9

Task load was enumerated as percent of millimetres to the left of the tick 
mark on the NASA-TLX scale. The factors were not rated within each other 
so that the results would be comparable to Sicheritz (2000) findings. For 
short texts there were small differences in task load ratings and the null hy-
pothesis regarding no differences was kept. For long texts there was a sig-
nificant main effect (F[3,45]=5.2,p<0.014). Pair-wise comparisons revealed 
that the use of RSVP resulted in significantly higher (p<0.014) task loads 
compared to using traditional text presentation with the MS Reader for all 
factors but Physical demand. Content adaptive RSVP decreased task load 
ratings and the only factor that was rated significantly higher compared to 
the MS Reader was Frustration level (p<0.002). Context adaptive RSVP also 
decreased task load, but in a different way. The only significantly higher 
factor compared to the MS Reader was Temporal demand (p<0.001).

The task load ratings obtained for Fixed RSVP and the MS Reader were 
close to identical to those obtained for Fixed RSVP and paper-book in the 
Sicheritz evaluation (2000). Adaptive RSVP was supposed to decrease task 
load and it seems to have worked as expected for long texts. Compared to 
the MS Reader the only factor significantly higher for Content adaptation 
was Frustration level. Probably some words were not exposed for a duration 
that matched the time needed for cognitive processing; it is however encour-
aging that even the most straightforward form of adaptation actually de-
creased task load. In Context adaptive mode, the only significant factor 
compared to the MS Reader was Temporal demand. A probable cause for 
this is that the variations in exposure time were too large. However, the rela-
tion between what was exposed and the time for exposure was probably 
sound since the Frustration level decreased compared to Content adaptation. 
It seems that although the variations were too large they probably occurred 
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at the right places. Surprisingly, there were no significant differences in task 
load when reading short texts. When RSVP was used, the task load ratings 
were almost equal to using the MS Explorer although the reading speed was 
33% higher. This confirms that traditional text presentation is neither a guar-
antee for low task load nor high reading speed and that RSVP actually can 
improve readability on mobile devices. In a follow up study we now wanted 
to learn more about how the formats affected reading. 

4.2.2 Study two – Eye Movement Study on a PDA 
The aim with the second study was to learn more about readability on small 
screens by analyzing eye movements. Using eye movements as a measure of 
readability connected well with the revised definition of readability, e.g. “the 
ease with which the reading process can proceed” (Öquist et al., 2004a, p. 
109). In this experiment, we looked at readability in terms of comprehension 
score, reading speed, task load rating, and eye movements (Öquist et al. 
2004). We wanted to compare the conditions that fared best in the previous 
evaluation, e.g. traditional text presentation in the Page format and dynamic 
text presentation in the RSVP format using adaptation (Öquist and Gold-
stein, 2003). The IOTA XY-1000 eye tracking system was used for eye 
movement detection and integrated with the Compaq iPAQ used for evalua-
tion. The eye tracking system consists of a pair of goggles in which infrared 
(IR) diodes emit light onto the eyes (Ober, 1994). The IR reflections on the 
eyes are sensed by eight sensors, four for each eye, which may be sampled at 
a frequency of up to 1 kHz. The processing unit is connected to a PC running 
the Orbit eye trace program, which converts the eye movements into hori-
zontal and vertical coordinates and records them. The benefit of the system 
is that it is reasonably comfortable to wear and can record eye movements 
with a high resolution as the sensors are located close to the eyes. A down-
side is that the recordings are sensitive to head movements (Figure 15). 

Figure 15 IOTA XY-1000 system, goggles (left) and processing unit (right) 

The result of a recording is a set of horizontal and vertical coordinates for 
the position of each eye over time. Before any recording can be made, the 
system has to be calibrated so that the recorded coordinates really corre-
spond to the coordinates on the screen. To do this, a nine-point calibration 
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pattern was displayed on the PDA and the user was asked to look at each 
point in turn. Only when the coordinates recorded by the eye tracker agreed 
with the coordinates actually looked upon could the recording start. Next, the 
system had to be aligned so that a known horizontal and vertical distance on 
the screen was available in the recording; animating a four point cross on the 
mobile phone with a known distance between each point did this. Given that 
the distance between these points is known and the distance from the eyes to 
the screen is known, it is possible to calculate the position of each eye on the 
screen for the duration of the recording. In order to be able to calibrate and 
align the system with the text presentation on the PDA, a program was de-
veloped that automatically sets up an eye movement recording session, 
maintains synchronization with the mobile device, and enables monitoring of 
the recording throughout the session (Figure 16).  

Figure 16 Calibration interface (left), alignment pattern (middle), XY-plot of result-
ing eye movements (right)

For text presentation, Microsoft Reader was used for the Page condition 
whereas Bailando (Öquist and Goldstein, 2003) was used for the RSVP con-
dition. The experiment took place in a dedicated eye movement laboratory. 
All subjects were instructed to read at a pace that was comfortable to them 
and they were allowed the presentation speed at any time. While reading, the 
subject was seated in a comfortable chair with the head held in a fixed posi-
tion by an adjustable kin support. Although this is not a very natural reading 
position, realism had to be sacrificed for reliable experimental data. The 
experimenter was seated near the subject and monitored the recordings (Fig-
ure 17). To limit the amount of data generated by the eye tracker the sam-
pling rate was set to 100 Hz. This is considerably lower than the system can 
handle, but given that reading a text takes a while, it would just be to cum-
bersome to deal with the data if a higher setting was used. 
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Figure 17  Setup of the second study with subject (left) and experimenter (right)

A balanced within-subject repeated-measurement experimental design was 
employed for the experiment. Two conditions were formed where each sub-
ject read one text using either presentation format. The conditions were bal-
anced against presentation order and texts, thus generating four combina-
tions, which each were repeated four times yielding sixteen experimental 
sessions. One subject was assigned to each of the sixteen sessions at random.
No difference in Reading speed, Comprehension, Task load, and Eye 
Movements were set as a null hypothesis. The hypotheses were tested in the 
SPSS V11.5 software using the repeated-measurement General Linear 
Model (GLM). The significance level was set to 5% and the level of multiple 
comparisons was Bonferroni adjusted. Sixteen subjects (eight males and 
eight females; mean age: 28) participated in the experiment. Two Swedish 
fiction texts of similar length (~2500 words) and difficulty (LIX ~30) were 
chosen to be included in the experiment. Comprehension was measured for 
each text by ten multiple-choice questions with three alternatives, the 
NASA-TLX inventory was used to measure Task load. 

The eye movement recordings were analyzed using the JR saccade detec-
tion program (Ygge et al., 1999). The program was used to single out 
movements in the recordings; eye movements were defined as continual 
changes in the recording with durations lasting more than 10 ms independ-
ently detected in each of the four channels (e.g. horizontal and vertical 
movements for both left and right eye). Using this threshold, anything else 
than the detected movements can be assumed to be a fixation.  The move-
ments were categorized according to their function when reading based on 
duration, velocity, amplitude, and co-occurrence as either: Saccades and 
Regressions ( 4 deg. without vertical movement), Forward and Backward 
sweeps (>4 deg. without vertical movement or 4 deg. with vertical move-
ment), Stray sweeps (>4 deg. with vertical movement), and Eye blinks (peak 
values caused by opening and closing the eyelids). The number of move-
ments for each category was then normalized in respect to the length of the 
recordings into type of movements per minute.  
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The statistical analysis indicated no significant differences in Reading 
speed or Comprehension (Table 4).  However, the null hypothesis regarding 
no difference in Task load between the conditions was rejected as there was 
a significant difference (F[1,15]≥25.4, p 0.001). Pair-wise comparisons 
revealed that the use of RSVP format resulted in significantly higher 
(p≤0.001) Temporal demand compared to using the Page format. 
Table 4 Results for Reading speed and Comprehension in the second study 

Condition Reading speed (WPM) Comprehension (% correct) 
Avg. Std. Dev. Avg. Std. Dev. 

Page format 216.9 78.7 78.1 14.7
RSVP format 191.9 45.1 74.4 20.0

The most striking differences were found in the eye movement recordings 
(Figure 18). RSVP was found to significantly increase the number of Re-
gressions (p≤0.001), although it also decreased the number of Saccades sig-
nificantly (p≤0.006). These findings were interesting since the advantage of 
the RSVP format originally was presumed to be the elimination of eye 
movements, which would lead to a possible reduction in cognitive load (Pot-
ter, 1984). The results show that the RSVP format does not eliminate eye 
movements, although it does reduce them. The reduction does however not 
seem to reduce cognitive load, it rather seems to increase cognitive load. The 
reason for this may be the increase in regressions, which can be seen as an 
indication of when the reading process has not proceeded with ease. 

Figure 18 Time-plot of a ~30 s. excerpt of eye movements for Paging (top) and 
RSVP (bottom)

These empirical findings contradict the theoretical basis of RSVP, which 
means that we may have to reconsider the format. From these finding, it was 
suggested that a dynamic text presentation format like RSVP maybe 
shouldn’t try to reduce eye movements, but rather try to stimulate an eye 
movement pattern similar to when reading in the Page format. 
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4.2.3 Study three – Verifying the Results 
The primary aim with the second study was to verify that the RSVP format 
really could not eliminate eye movements (Danvall, 2004). The implementa-
tion we had used displayed as many words as could be fitted into a chunk of 
25 characters. The decision to use this chunk size was based on the findings 
in Sicheritz (2000) experiment as it showed that this was more efficient than 
using smaller chunks. However, the most common implementation of RSVP 
displays one word at a time centered on the screen. For this experiment we 
thus developed a one word RSVP implementation that could be compared to 
the previous implementation. As a mean to validate the results from the pre-
vious evaluation, we also chose to include Paging in this experiment. Since 
the latin-square experimental design allows for four different formats, we 
also had an opportunity to try out a new idea. In the previous readability 
studies performed using Bailando on the PDA (Öquist and Goldstein, 2003; 
Öquist et al., 2004), some of the subjects had suggested that they would like 
to use a RSVP format displaying more lines than one. Therefore we imple-
mented Buffered RSVP in which three chunks of 25 characters are displayed 
on the screen stacked upon each other with the most recent line at the bot-
tom. The new formats were incorporated into the Bailando prototype; eye 
movements were recorded and analyzed using the same hardware and soft-
ware as in the previous study (Figure 19).  

Figure 19 Text presentation formats evaluated in the third study: Paging (leftmost), 
Buffered RSVP (left), Chunked RSVP (right), and Word RSVP (rightmost)

A balanced within-subject repeated-measurement experimental design was 
employed for the experiment. Four conditions were formed where each sub-
ject read one text using either presentation format. The experiment was per-
formed as a thesis project (Danvall, 2004) and to reduce the number of sub-
jects required, the author of this thesis decided to let all subjects read using 
the Page format first. Only the RSVP formats were balanced against presen-
tation order and text according to a latin-square design (sic!). This gave us 
twelve experimental sessions to which a subject was randomly assigned. No 
difference in Reading speed, Comprehension, Task load, and Eye Move-
ments were set as a null hypothesis. The hypotheses were tested in the SPSS 
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V13.0 software using the repeated-measurement General Linear Model 
(GLM). The significance level was set to 5 % and the level of multiple com-
parisons was Bonferroni adjusted. Twelve subjects (six males and six fe-
males; mean age: 26) participated in the experiment. Four Swedish fiction 
texts by Astrid Lindgren of similar length (~1000 words) and difficulty (LIX 
~30) were chosen to be included in the experiment. Comprehension was 
measured for each text by five multiple-choice questions with three alterna-
tives, the NASA-TLX inventory was used to measure Task load (Hart and 
Staveland, 1988). The eye movement recordings were analyzed using the 
same software and metrics as in the previous study (Figure 20). 

Figure 20 Setup of the second study, subject (left) and the experimenter (right) 

The statistical analysis showed that the null hypothesis for Reading speed 
could be rejected since there were significant differences (F[3,33]=7,787, 
p<0,001). Pair-wise comparisons showed that the Page format was read sig-
nificantly faster compared to Chunked RSVP (p < 0.033) and Word RSVP (p 
< 0.010). There were no significant differences in Comprehension between 
any of the formats (Table 5).  
Table 5 Results for Reading speed and Comprehension in the third study 

Condition Reading speed (WPM) Comprehension (% correct) 
Avg. Std. Dev. Avg. Std. Dev. 

Page format 239,9 48,9 93,3 9,8
Buffered RSVP 210,2 46,9 96,7 7,8
Chunked RSVP 201,8 44,0 91,7 13,4
Word RSVP 177,0 41,1 100,0 0,0

The null hypothesis for Task load could be rejected since there were signifi-
cant differences (F[3,33]=3,317, p<0,032). Pair-wise comparisons revealed 
significances for all factors. Mental demand was significantly lower for the 
Page format compared to all RSVP formats; Buffered (p<0,010), Chunked 
(p<0,012), Word (p<0,011). Physical demand was significantly lower for the 
Page format compared to the Buffered RSVP format (p<0,011). Temporal 
demand was significantly lower for the Page format compared to both Buff-
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ered RSVP (p<0.013) and Chunked RSVP (p<0.002); Word RSVP was 
moreover rated significantly lower than Buffered RSVP (p<0.002). Perform-
ance was rated significantly higher for the Page format compared to the 
Buffered RSVP format (p<0.008). Effort was rated significantly lower for 
the Page format compared to Buffered RSVP (p<0.001), Chunked RSVP 
(p<0.002), and Word RSVP (p<0.027). Frustration was rated significantly 
lower for the Page format compared to Buffered RSVP (p<0.001), Chunked 
RSVP (p<0.004), and Word RSVP (p<0.017) (Figure 21). 

Figure 21 Box-plot of NASA-TLX task load ratings in the third study

The results for Reading speed and Task load were not inline with previous 
findings (Öquist and Goldstein, 2003; Öquist et al., 2004). The Page format 
was now significantly faster and significantly less demanding for most fac-
tors compared to the Chunked RSVP format although the implementations 
were exactly the same. This is probably a result of the flawed experimental 
design. If we had balanced all formats against presentation order according 
to the latin-square design, something that only had required four more sub-
jects; the findings might have been different. The comparisons between the 
RSVP implementations are more reliable. The Buffered RSVP format that 
subjects had wished for in earlier experiments was probably not so good 
since the task load ratings were so high, interestingly enough it was quite 
fast however. The Chunked RSVP format was rated more demanding to use 
than Word RSVP, a quite interesting finding given that we set out to dis-
prove the RSVP format. Now, could RSVP also eliminate eye movements?   
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Figure 22 Plot of ~30 s. of eye movements for the same subject superimposed over 
the presentation formats

The eye movement analysis showed that Word RSVP almost could eliminate 
eye movements (Figure 22). The findings for the Page format and the 
Chunked RSVP format were inline with the results from study two (Öquist 
et al., 2004). The Buffered RSVP format gave more vertical variation, but 
was otherwise similar to the Chunked RSVP format. The Word RSVP for-
mat significantly reduced the number of saccades and regressions compared 
to all the other formats (p<0.001) (Table 6). 
Table 6 Saccades and regressions per minute for left and right eye in the third study

Condition Saccades per minute Regressions per minute
Right eye Left eye Right eye Left eye 

Page format 73,6 74,2 19,3 15,2
Buffered RSVP 40,5 40,8 36,3 33,7
Chunked RSVP 43,7 44,1 40,7 36,5
Word RSVP 0,6 0,9 0,9 0,7

The results from this and the previous studies show that the Page format in 
Microsoft Reader used on a PDA is hard to beat. The RSVP format has been, 
with a few exceptions, equally efficient in terms of reading speed and com-
prehension. The problem seems to be the extra task load induced by the for-
mat. Using Chunked RSVP results in a Saccade/Regression ratio close to 1:1 
as opposed to 5:1 on paper, this may be a partial explanation as this hardly is 
a natural way to read. Using Word RSVP more or less eliminates the need 
for eye movements, but this does not seem to increase reading speed or re-
duce task load. Probably we really need to reconsider the format. Maybe a 
dynamic text presentation format like RSVP should try to stimulate an eye 
movement pattern more similar to reading on paper. Probably we really need 
to reconsider the format. Maybe a dynamic text presentation format like 
RSVP should try to stimulate an eye movement pattern more similar to read-
ing on paper? However, there was also one more issue that had to be ad-
dressed before we could try this out. All our evaluations so far had been 
performed on a PDA with a screen much larger screen than those typically 
used on mobile devices. How would the RSVP format work out compared to 
the Page format on a much smaller screen? 
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4.2.4 Study four – Eye Movement Study on a Mobile Phone 
The aim with the fourth study was to compare traditional text presentation to 
dynamic text presentation on a mobile phone (Öquist and Lundin, 2006). For 
traditional text presentation we choose to include Scrolling and Paging as 
these are the formats most commonly used on mobile devices. For dynamic 
text presentation we included Leading and RSVP, as these are the most com-
monly known dynamic formats. Since Word RSVP is the most common 
implementation we used that version of the format. To be able to evaluate 
the readability of using the four text presentation formats on a mobile phone 
and measure eye movements, a Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) application 
was developed and integrated with the eye movement tracker used earlier. 
The intention with the application was to keep as many aspects of the text 
presentation equal as possible except for the format used. The formats were 
moreover supposed to be generic in the sense that they should be representa-
tive of how they usually are implemented. A Sony Ericsson K750i mobile 
phone was chosen for the experiment since it supported J2ME and had a 
screen with a size typical for new mobile phones, 176 x 220 pixels (28 x 35 
mm), 0.158 mm dot pitch, 18-bit (262,144 colors) TFT LCD (Figure 23).  

Figure 23 The Sony Ericsson K750i mobile phone used in study four (left) and the 
presentation formats in the same scale (right), see figure 4-7 for close-ups

For Scrolling, the native text presentation interface offered by the phone was 
used (20 characters x 8 lines), the joystick or the keypad could be used to 
scroll up or down. For the other presentation formats custom canvas inter-
faces were developed using the same font (Times New Roman 10 pixels) 
and screen settings (black on white). Each of the custom formats displayed 
the text title, a progress bar, and page numbers or speed settings. The Page 
format displayed five lines at a time and the joystick or the numeric keypad 
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was used to flip pages. The Scrolling format displayed the text at one line in 
the middle of the screen and moved the text pixel for pixel. The RSVP for-
mat presented one word at a time centered on the screen; the exposure time 
was calculated using the content adaptive RSVP algorithm (Öquist and 
Goldstein, 2003). For Leading and RSVP the joystick or the numeric keypad 
was used to control presentation speed (up/down), going backward and for-
ward in the text (left/right), or starting and stopping (joystick press). The 
initial presentation speed for the dynamic formats was always set to 250 
wpm. An updated XY-1000 system offering better resolution was used in 
this study. Calibration was manual using a nine-point pattern on the phone 
whereas the alignment process was automated (Öquist and Lundin, 2006). 

A balanced within-subject repeated-measurement experimental design 
was employed for the experiment. Four conditions were formed where each 
subject read one text using either presentation format. The experiment was 
performed as a thesis project (Lundin, 2006), but wise from experience we 
did not try to reduce the number of subjects this time. All presentation for-
mats were balanced against presentation order and text according to a latin-
square design. This gave us sixteen experimental sessions to which one sub-
ject was randomly assigned. No difference in Reading speed, Comprehen-
sion, Task load, and Eye Movements were set as a null hypothesis. The hy-
potheses were tested in the SPSS V14.0 software using the repeated-
measurement General Linear Model (GLM). The significance level was set 
to 5% and the level of multiple comparisons was Bonferroni adjusted. Six-
teen subjects (eight males and six females; mean age: 26) participated in the 
experiment. The same Swedish texts used in the previous study were used in 
this one, but the questions in the Comprehension inventory was made more 
difficult. Comprehension was measured for each text by five multiple-choice 
questions with three alternatives, the NASA-TLX inventory was used to 
measure Task load (Hart and Staveland, 1988). The eye movement re-
cordings were analyzed using the same software as in previous studies, but 
the analysis metrics had to be adjusted to match the updated eye tracker and 
the new experimental setup (Figure 24). 

Figure 24  Setup of the fourth study, subject (left) and experimenter (right) 
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The statistical analysis showed that the null hypothesis for Reading speed 
was rejected since there was a significant main effect (F [3,45] = 28.35, p < 
0.001). Pair-wise comparisons showed that RSVP reduced reading speed 
significantly compared to all other formats (p<0.002) and that the Page for-
mat increased reading speed significantly compared to the Scrolling format 
(p < 0.002). The null hypothesis regarding no difference in Comprehension 
was kept (Table 7). The null hypothesis for task load between the conditions 
was rejected (F[3,45]=4.26, p<0.010). Pair-wise comparisons showed that 
Mental demand was rated significantly higher for the Leading format com-
pared to the Paging format (p<0.009). Physical demand was significantly 
higher for the Scrolling (p<0.003) and Leading formats (p<0.005) compared 
to RSVP. Temporal demand was significantly higher for the Leading and 
RSVP formats compared to the Scrolling (p<0.001, p<0.013) and Paging 
formats (p<0.001, p<0.011). Finally, Effort was found to be significantly 
higher for the Leading format compared to the Scrolling (p<0.049) and Pag-
ing (p<0.003) formats.   
Table 7 Results for reading speed and comprehension from the fourth study  

Condition Reading speed (WPM) Comprehension (% correct) 
Avg. Std. Dev. Avg. Std. Dev. 

Scrolling 178,1 60,1 92,5 12,4
Paging 217,7 70,7 87,5 14,4
Leading 195,2 56,4 88,8 16,3
RSVP 135,4 44,3 92,5 12,4

Unfortunately, four of the eye movement recordings were too distorted to be 
usable for analysis. To make matters worse, the distorted recordings were 
from four different subjects. The cause of the distortions was probably that 
the manual calibration process was too imprecise; other recordings for the 
same subjects were fine. Running additional subjects would have been an 
acceptable solution, but as both equipment and interfaces had been updated 
after the experiment we decided to focus on upcoming experiments instead. 
Since the latin-square design does not allow missing cases in the statistical 
analysis, only descriptive statistics can be offered for the eye movements 
analysed in this study. The recordings that did work presented us however 
with some interesting data (Table 8). 
Table 8 Eye movements per minute (Std. dev.) for the text presentation formats in 
the fourth study

Condition Saccades Regressions Eye blinks Distortions N
Scrolling 74,5 (17,9) 55,9 (20,6) 19,8 (11,8) 11,83 (2,2) 12
Paging 76,0 (27,2) 48,7 (16,7) 28,6 (15,1) 11 (3,5) 12
Leading 93,4 (23,9) 88,46 (53,9) 14,5 (12,9) 9,62 (3,0) 12
RSVP 20,8 (11,8) 22,96 (10,8) 3,9 (2,8) 7,89 (2,5) 12
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Scrolling resulted in more vertical variations and more regressions than Pag-
ing, but yielded for most aspects fairly typical reading movements. The Pag-
ing format resulted in very typical reading eye movements. The number of 
eye blinks was however much higher than the other formats. The Leading 
format yielded much more eye movements than any of the other formats; it 
seems that the subjects followed the text in smooth pursuit. The RSVP for-
mat resulted in the least number of eye movements, but far from eliminated 
them (Figure 24-27).  

Figure 25 Scrolling eye movements on a mobile phone

Figure 26 Paging eye movements on a mobile phone

Figure 27 Leading eye movements on a mobile phone

Figure 28 RSVP eye movements on a mobile phone

For the Page format, The reading speed dropped by 25 % compared to the 
preceding experiment (178 vs. 239 wpm), interestingly the drop for Word 
RSVP format was similarly large 24 % (135 vs.177 WPM). Since the pre-
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ceding experiment was not fully balanced, an educated guess would be that 
the decrease for the Page format would have been less if the experiment was 
properly balanced. Compared to study one, Reading speed for the Page for-
mat only dropped by 9 % (217 vs. 239 WPM) when used on a mobile phone 
as opposed on a PDA. This is interesting since this is exactly the same figure 
Duchnicky and Kolers (1983) found when reducing window heights from 20 
to 4 lines on a CRT screen. Word RSVP on the mobile phone was 30 % 
slower than Chunked RSVP on the PDA (135 vs. 192 WPM). A decrease in 
speed is understandable for the Page format when used on a smaller screen; 
that the difference is smaller than 10 % is surprising.  

The RSVP format was not expected to decrease at all in Reading speed 
since it should not be penalized by less screen space. One reason for the 
conflicting results is, yet again, probably stemming from the faulty design of 
study three. It may be the case that the bad results for the Buffered RSVP 
format tainted the results for the Chunked RSVP format. The Buffered 
RSVP format was really bad in terms of readability. Since the Chunked 
RSVP format was more similar to the Buffered format than the Word format 
it might have been read slower and received higher task load ratings.  

4.2.5 Study five – Introducing Predictive Text Presentation 
The aim with the fifth study was to see if an alteration of the RSVP format 
would improve readability on a mobile phone. Reducing eye movements to a 
minimum had using Word RSVP had not proved to improve the reading 
experience. The 25-character Chunked RSVP format used in the first two 
studies was probably not optimal either. The saccade/regression ratio was 
close to 1:1, something that we assumed increased task load ratings. How-
ever, since the 25-character chunk size actually is larger than what can be 
seen in the parafoveal region, this eye movement pattern might not be too 
strange. For this evaluation, two new formats were developed based on the 
limitations of the perceptual span (Figure 2). Adaptation of the exposure 
times depending on the content of the chunks offered an improved reading 
experience, what if linguistic segmentation of the chunk content and posi-
tioning of chunks based on eye movement modeling could do the same? 
Since the new formats do not have so much in common with how RSVP 
usually works, apart from being dynamic that is, we choose to call these 
Predictive Text Presentation (PTP) formats to make a distinction. 

Two predictive formats were developed. The first is called Segmented 
PTP (S-PTP) and the other Moving PTP (M-PTP). The Segmented format 
was based on how much that could be seen in the parafoveal perceptual span 
(max 18: avg. ~15) characters, whereas the Moving format was based on 
how much that could be seen in the foveal span (max 9: avg. ~7) characters. 
Apart from the difference in size, the chunks were presented differently. The 
Segmented format always presented the chunks left justified on the screen 
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whereas the Moving format presented the chunks according to a simplistic 
eye movement model. The first chunk of a sentence was always presented 
leftmost on the screen; the next chunk was positioned so that 1/4 of the 
chunk would overlap the previous chunk, and so on until it’s not possible to 
fit the next chunk in the display area. In this way the chunk moves across the 
screen from left to right in a saccadic pattern (as opposed to Leading where 
the text continuously moves from right to left) (Figure 29). 

Figure 29 Moving PTP sequentially displaying four text chunks

For both formats, content size of each chunk was decided by linguistic seg-
mentation. Just as in Cocklin et al. (1984), the segmentation was performed 
by hand and was based on clause and phrase boundaries as well as linguistic 
features. The main difference from ad-hoc chunking is that function words 
(such as the, on, in, before) are displayed in the same chunk as the content 
word (woman, time, progress, yesterday) more often. There are also a few 
other subtle differences that make the chunks more cohesive. 

A balanced within-subject repeated-measurement experimental design 
was employed for the experiment. Four conditions were formed where each 
subject read one text using either presentation format. All presentation for-
mats were balanced against presentation order and text according to a latin-
square design. This gave us sixteen experimental sessions to which one sub-
ject was randomly assigned. No difference in Reading speed, Comprehen-
sion, Task load, and Eye Movements were set as a null hypothesis. The hy-
potheses were tested in the SPSS V15.0 software using the repeated-
measurement General Linear Model (GLM). The significance level was set 
to 5% and the level of multiple comparisons was Bonferroni adjusted. Six-
teen subjects (six males and ten females; mean age: 27) participated in the 
experiment. The same Swedish texts used in the previous study were used. 
Comprehension was measured for each text by five multiple-choice ques-
tions with three alternatives, the NASA-TLX inventory was used to measure 
Task load. The eye movement recordings were analyzed using the same 
software as in previous studies; the only difference was that the alignment 
sequence was longer so that an erroneous calibration could be spotted more 
easily (Figure 30). 
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Figure 30  Setup of the fifth study, subject (left) and experimenter (right)

The statistical analysis showed that the null hypothesis for Reading speed 
could be rejected as there was a significant main effect (F[3,45]=13.51, 
p<0.001). Pair-wise comparisons revealed that the Page format was signifi-
cantly faster than the RSVP format (p<0.003). The Segmented PTP format 
was significantly faster than the RSVP format (p<0.001) and the Moving 
PTP format (p<0.004). The Moving RSVP format was moreover found to be 
significantly faster then the RSVP format. The null hypothesis regarding no 
difference in Comprehension between the formats was kept and the differ-
ences were small. The results for Reading speed were surprisingly good for 
both PTP formats. The results for word-for-word RSVP were more or less 
inline with findings from the previous studies. The Moving RSVP format 
was around 20% faster than RSVP, but the Segmented was in turn about 
20% faster yet and was almost equal to the Page format (Table 9). 
Table 9 Reading speed and Comprehension in the fifth study

Condition Reading speed (WPM) Comprehension (% correct) 
Avg. Std. Dev. Avg. Std. Dev. 

Paging 257,6 66,8 90 16,3
RSVP 184,1 48,4 90 12,6
S-PTP 254,4 60,0 90 21,9
M-PTP 217,8 40,0 96,3 8,1

The null hypothesis for Task load was rejected since there was a significant 
main effect (F[3,45] 2.89, p 0.046). Pair-wise comparisons showed that the 
Page format was rated significantly higher for Physical demand compared to 
Segmented PTP (p<0.028) and Moving PTP (p<0.002). Temporal demand 
was rated significantly lower for the Page format compared to RSVP 
(p<0.001), Segmented PTP (p<0.024), and Moving PTP (p<0.002). Finally, 
Effort was rated significantly lower for the Page format compared to RSVP 
(p<0.026) and Moving PTP (p<0.042). These findings are very interesting as 
the Page format and the Segmented PTP was almost equal in respect to Task 
load, for some factors Segmented PTP was even rated lower (Figure 31).  
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Figure 31 Box-plot of NASA-TLX ratings in study five (lower values are better)

The new calibration sequence seems to have worked better; at least all re-
cordings contained an alignment sequence that could be used for analysis. A 
few of the recordings did however suffer from skewed calibrations. The con-
sequence of this is that a horizontal movement also creates a simultaneous 
vertical movement. New software is currently under development that may 
be able to straighten the recordings. Instead of presenting results that may be 
erroneous, the analysis of eye movements is omitted for this study. Nonethe-
less, by just looking at a few snapshots of eye movements for the same sub-
ject using each format we may at least be able to make some informed 
speculations about what to expect from the analysis.  

The eye movements resulting from reading using the Page format were 
similar to the recordings from study four. The lines on the mobile phone are 
short and usually one or two saccades suffice for reading (Figure 32).  

Figure 32 Paging eye movements in the fifth study 
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The eye movements resulting from reading using word-for-word RSVP were 
also similar, or actually more or less identical, to the recordings from study 
four. The eye movements are reduced to a minimum. At a few occasions 
there are small saccades or regressions, but in general the eye movements are 
more or less eliminated. This does however not seem to increase Reading 
speed or reduce Task load (Figure 33). 

Figure 33 RSVP eye movements in the fifth study 

The eye movements resulting from reading using Segmented PTP were simi-
lar to the recordings for Chunked RSVP in study two. There are frequent 
saccades and regressions. Given the low Task load ratings in the last study, 
we can probably conclude that the regressive eye movements were not the 
source of increased task load (Figure 34).   

Figure 34 Segmented PTP eye movements in the fifth study 

The eye movements resulting from reading using Moving PTP were most 
similar to the results for reading using the Page format in study two. The 
eyes move in a saccadic pattern. The saccades are however fairly short and 
at times there are regressions. Probably due to that words longer than nine 
characters overlap the preceding chunk to much. (Figure 35)  
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Figure 35 Moving PTP eye movements in the fifth study
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5 Discussion

“A likely impossibility is always preferable to an unconvincing possibility” 

 - Aristotle

The discussion will focus on three issues: What we learned about readability 
on mobile devices based on our findings, what we learned about evaluating 
readability based on our experiences, and finally, what we whish to learn 
from evaluations of readability on mobile devices in the future. 

5.1.1 Readability on Mobile Devices 
Just as in most previous evaluations, we have focused on improving dynamic 
text presentation in the RSVP format. There is probably something with the 
RSVP format that attracts the attention of researchers, unfortunately how-
ever the format has not been found to live up to the expectations. It has re-
peatedly been found to be less likeable than other formats, even if it is just as 
efficient. The idea that the RSVP format by eliminating eye movements 
should increase reading speed and reduce cognitive load does not seem to 
hold, our experiments point in the opposite direction. In both studies per-
formed on mobile phones, RSVP was far less efficient compared to the other 
formats. A partial explanation for the poor results in study four is that the 
experiment only contained one condition using RSVP. To be fair, none of 
the subjects participating in the experiments had any previous experience of 
using RSVP, or at least extremely limited compared to the other formats. 
There is probably a learning curve for using RSVP. The question is how 
much of this curve we can see in our experiments and how much training we 
can expect users to put in. A new text presentation format does not really let 
you do new things; it lets you read things in a new way. For a new text pres-
entation format to rival existing formats it must probably offer an immediate 
gratification, either in terms of increased readability or something else. 
RSVP as it is commonly implemented today does not offer this gratification. 
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The Page format has in our experiments repeatedly been found to excel in 
terms of readability. On the PDA it was understandable since the screen was 
not much smaller than a pocket book and the MS Reader program was very 
well designed (Hill, 2001). On the mobile phone it worked surprisingly well 
although the reading speed dropped by 9% compared to the using it on the 
PDA (in the not flawed experiment that is). The figure cannot be taken for 
granted given the huge variation in reading speed between subjects. Just a 
look at the standard deviations for reading speed confirms this. However, the 
variations have been fairly consistent around 50 WPM. If an experimental 
design was used that did not take this between-subject variation into account, 
hardly none of the significances reported in this thesis would have been 
found. In the final experiment, the reading speed of the Page format was 
much higher than in the preceding study although exactly the same imple-
mentation of the format was used. Compared to study two (which also in-
volved eye tracking) the reading speed in the last experiment was actually 
higher on a mobile phone than on a PDA (258 vs. 242 WPM). This is proba-
bly just a result of differences in reading speeds within the subjects, e.g. the 
subjects in the final study generally read texts faster than the subjects in 
study two. Compared to study four the Reading speed for the Page format 
increased by 9%, which suggests that the decrease in reading speed when 
reading on a PDA compared to a mobile phone is somewhere around, and 
probably less, than 10%. That is not bad given that the readability in MS 
Reader is more or less equal to a paper book. 

In the fourth study, Paging was found to offer better readability than 
Scrolling. This is interesting since Scrolling is the text presentation format 
predominantly used on mobile phones today. The implementation of Scroll-
ing on the phone did however only scroll line by line. A scrolling format that 
moved more lines at a time might improve the format. A combination of 
Scrolling and Paging would however probably be a good idea, the up and 
down buttons can be used for Scrolling whereas the left and right buttons can 
be used for Paging (this is also how a few third party developers, including 
Opera, have started to implement the format). The least number of interac-
tions needed for Scrolling to read a text was approximately 150 as opposed 
to 50 for the Page format; this is however not reflected in Physical demand 
which could indicate that the number of interactions required does not have 
such a large impact on task load as could be expected. The format that re-
sulted in the highest Task load ratings in study four was Leading. The factor 
for physical demand is very high, especially considered that the format is 
dynamic and requires very little user interaction. It may very well be the case 
that the high amount of unnatural eye movements actually resulted in physi-
cal strain. This is in line with the findings of Joula et al. (1995). Probably, 
Leading is not a suitable format for extended text presentation. However, it 
was surprisingly efficient in terms of speed and comprehension given that 
the task load was so high.  
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Before the last evaluation we proposed that a dynamic presentation for-
mat should not reduce eye movements but rather stimulate them. The find-
ings from the last evaluation confirm that this was a correct assumption. 
Both the Segmented and the Moving PTP formats increased reading speed 
significantly. However, the Segmented PTP format also increased reading 
speed significantly compared to the Moving PTP format. Stimulating a more 
natural reading eye movement pattern worked, but it did not improve the 
reading experience to the same extent that Segmented PTP did. One of the 
early assumptions we had concerning the RSVP format was that the high 
saccade/regression ratio could be an indication of high task load. The last 
experiment does not support this hypothesis since both the Page format and 
the Segmented PTP format had a high ratio and low task load ratings. Task 
load has been the main problem with RSVP in all our studies. The key to 
lower task load ratings seems to be linguistic adaptation and chunking. Since 
PTP offered a readability that is comparable to the Page format in the final 
study, it is probably the format with most potential for improvement. The 
readability of the Page format is not likely to improve over time, PTP was 
new to all subjects and with some training they will probably read faster 
using that format. Moreover, both the adaptation and the chunking can be 
improved further. To stimulate eye movements still seem like an appealing 
idea and maybe a revised version the Moving PTP format could improve 
reading speed and task load. In either case, taking eye movements and the 
eye physiology into account when designing new text presentation formats 
seem to be rewarding. 

5.1.2 Evaluation methodology 
The experiments presented in this thesis have not been very realistic. Sitting 
in a lab and reading texts (that you did not even choose yourself) does not 
give the real picture of how reading works. However, the aim with the 
evaluations was never to find out how people read in real life situations. It 
was to evaluate how the text presentation formats work for reading. In order 
to do this in a reliable fashion the situations must be controlled, e.g. realism 
has to be sacrificed for reliable measurements. Obviously, the interfaces 
have to be evaluated in real life situations as well before we can tell if they 
really work or not. In the end it is the users who decide which interfaces they 
want to use. Nonetheless, if an interface does not work under controlled 
conditions, chances are fairly large that it won’t work under real life condi-
tions either. One aspect of our evaluations which more than any other limits 
how much the results can be generalized upon is the kin support. It had to be 
used to keep the subjects head still while reading since head movements 
affected the eye movement recordings. When reading in real life situations 
head movements are very common. One of the most interesting observations 
from the first study was how much the subjects actually moved while read-
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ing. Changing position in the chair or just altering the gaze angle by a slight 
head movement was very common. The imposed restriction in movement is 
reflected in the Task load results between study one and study two. Although 
it impacts all formats, the question remains if it affects all formats to a simi-
lar extent. 

The eye movement tracking techniques used in the studies have proved 
valuable. There is just no going back once you can actually see for yourself 
how subjects read. Not only does it offer you a rich resource of objective 
data to work on, it also offers you a visual representation of the differences 
between readers, which are large to say the least. The problem then becomes 
how to interpret the data. Eye movements are usually tracked for much 
shorter periods than we have used in our evaluations. Analyzing the re-
cordings by hand would be more or less impossible; instead we used soft-
ware that categorized the movements according to their function when read-
ing (e.g. saccades, regressions, eye blinks, etc). The categorization criteria 
used in the thesis are disputable. If it had existed software for doing the 
analysis we would have used it to avoid defining our own measures. The 
recordings performed on the PDA were generally much more reliable than 
the recordings performed on the mobile phone. One reason for the difference 
may be the differences in the calibration and alignment. However, more 
probable is that we are pushing the limits for what the XY-1000 system can 
handle when using it for eye movement tracking on mobile phones. The 
screen of the mobile phone is only a few degrees wide from the viewing 
distance, whereas the screen of the PDA offers a wider angle. The XY-1000 
system was not designed to be used on small screens. Increasing the sam-
pling rate does not really help, what we need is a system with a higher reso-
lution. Preferably such a system should not be head mounted so that we can 
give the subjects more freedom of movement.  

As mentioned, evaluating readability is difficult. If nothing else, the ex-
periments presented in this chapter illustrates how easy it is to go astray. To 
use within-subject repeated-measurement experimental designs that are bal-
anced according to latin-square designs seems like a good methodology. If 
used properly, it can limit the number of subjects while still controlling the 
effects of text, format and order. Used wrong it can cause misleading results. 
It is a powerful tool but must be used with caution. In our experiments we 
have not realized the full potential of the model. When creating the design it 
is important that it is randomized. We used graeco-latin-squares made up of 
presentation formats and texts. These were then transposed over presentation 
order and text to get a randomization. A downside with transposition is that 
one certain type of format more often than randomly is read after a second 
type of format, although it happens in different positions and with different 
text. The same pattern occurs with the texts. The transposed randomization 
can however be improved. Four special sets of fourth order orthogonal 
graeco-latin-squares can be combined into a hyper-latin-graeco-square 
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(HGLS) (Box et al, 2005). Four text presentation formats can then be evalu-
ated with sixteen subjects in a design where text, format and order is per-
fectly randomized (Table 11). Using such a design might have limited the 
eventual contamination effects of Buffered RSVP on the results of Chunked 
RSVP in study two. It is hard to assess the effects of the ties in the design we 
used, probably it has had an impact on the results. The question is how large 
the error is; a follow up experiment replicating the last study may shed some 
light on this issue. 

5.1.3 Future studies 

One of the most appealing properties of PTP is the extensibility of the for-
mat. In our evaluations we have used very simple or handcrafted models for 
adaptation, chunking, and eye movement modeling. We have worked with 
proof of concept prototyping rather than perfecting models. Now, if PTP 
works as well as the last evaluation suggests, there is much existing knowl-
edge than can be used with the format. Adaptation is basically a language 
modeling problem, chunking is basically a parsing problem, and eye move-
ment modeling is basically a question of determining the next most likely 
fixation point given what has been read and what can be sensed in the para-
foveal region. This is obviously a gross simplification, but to use existing or 
future models of language and physiological modeling with the PTP format 
would probably improve it further. The improvements do not necessarily 
have to be evaluated on mobile devices; it would probably be possible to 
work on the formats in a simulator and then deploy them to a mobile device 
when they are working. The interface used on the device must however be 
evaluated on a real device since a simulation on a desktop does not offer the 
same affordances and limitations as a real device does.  

Since PTP uses a language model there is nothing that says that the model 
must be the same for all users. Mobile devices are typically very personal 
and thus the resources used to adapt the text presentation could be weighted 
by the words that a person reads. A personal corpus that collects everything 
that you read would be an interesting resource, not only for text presentation 
but also for text entry, information retrieval, etc. Obviously there are some 
serious privacy concerns involved in creating such a resource, but if it would 
prove useful it may be worth it. Something else that may prove rewarding is 
to use PTP in combination with novel interaction methods such as tilt sen-
sors. A problem with dynamic text presentation in general on mobile devices 
is that it requires the user’s full attention, if you happen to look away the text 
proceeds and when you look back you are lost. A very simple implementa-
tion would be to just stop the presentation when the device is held at angles 
deviating from the viewing angle. It would moreover be interesting to see 
how the format works for elderly. Fine and Peli (1995) found that elderly 
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read faster using RSVP, it would be exciting to see how it would work with 
PTP. Using a text presentation format that does not take up much screen 
space then also has an additional benefit as the text size can be made much 
larger.

The most interesting issue to study is probably the training effects of us-
ing a dynamic format like PTP. If the text presentation can be made even 
more efficient than the Page format on mobile devices there is a clear benefit 
of using it. Evaluating how subjects read using the formats over a longer 
time span must be done in a different way than the evaluations presented 
here, yet the findings will probably be interesting. We will probably access 
more and more information while on the move. Not all information will be 
suitable to display using PTP, but the format may prove to be a valuable 
complement to other presentation formats. Challenging how we do things 
today is how we succeed in doing them tomorrow, but not without learning 
of the past.
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6 Conclusions

“Experience is the past tense of experiment.” 

- Gregory Alan Elliott 

As we have seen in this thesis, any new format we want to use for text pres-
entation must conform to how we are used to read. Regardless of the device 
used for reading, or the format used for text presentation, the physiological 
and cognitive limits for reading remain the same. With a starting point in our 
ability to read, we have seen how readability can be defined and measured. 
A review of text presentation formats intended for mobile devices has been 
presented together with results from previous studies. A methodology for 
evaluating readability based on a graeco-latin-square (GLS) balanced re-
peated-measurement experimental design was introduced.  

The GLS design was used in five studies of readability on mobile devices 
where novel variations of the RSVP format was evaluated against other 
common presentation formats including Paging, Scrolling, and Leading. Eye 
movement tracking was introduced used as an additional measure of read-
ability. The results from the evaluations show that the graeco-latin-square 
design is useful, but must be implemented correctly. The studies moreover 
showed that the Page format was quite efficient, both on a PDA and a mobile 
phone. In fact, using Paging on a mobile phone was only about 10 % less 
efficient than using it on a PDA. The RSVP format did not live up to the 
expectations. Clearly, the elimination of eye movements does neither in-
crease reading speed nor decrease task load. Leading was found to be effi-
cient on a mobile phone in terms of reading speed, the unnatural eye move-
ments required for reading does however seem to induce to much strain to be 
acceptable. In the last study, Predictive Text Presentation was introduced. 
The format is based on RSVP and combines linguistic chunking and adapta-
tion as well as eye movement modeling to achieve a reading experience that 
can rival the Page format on mobile devices.  

The methods used in the evaluations have been discussed and a further 
improvement of the GLS design, the hyper-graeco-latin-square (HGLS) de-
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sign has been introduced. This thesis has shown why readability on mobile 
devices is important, how it may be evaluated in an efficient yet reliable 
manner, and finally pinpointed Predictive Text Presentation as the format 
with greatest potential for improving readability on mobile devices.  
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7 Contributions

“One of the advantages of being disorderly is that one is constantly making 
exciting discoveries.” 

- A. A. Milne 

Developed Bailando, a research prototype for dynamic text presentation on 
Pocket PC PDAs. Bailando is available to researchers and has been used for 
studying multimodal interaction using sounds (Goldstein et al., 2003) and 
gaze detection (Åkervall and Granath, 2002; Öquist et al, 2001). 

Introduced the graeco-latin-square experimental design for readability stud-
ies. The design has since been used in several evaluations where texts and 
interfaces have to be balanced, for example when evaluating tools for dys-
lectics (Nilsson and Thunholm, 2005; Goldstein et al., 2006). 

Implemented two variants of Adaptive RSVP, a dynamic text presentation 
format that adapts the presentation speed of words and sentences to the lin-
guistic content and context. Showed that adaptation could improve readabil-
ity and was faster than Scrolling on a PDA in a readability study. 

Integrated the XY-1000 eye movement tracking system with the Bailando 
prototype and developed BaiCom for automated calibration and alignment 
via Orbit.  Developed EyeAlign, a suite of tools to convert and analyze eye 
movement recordings data from the Orbit and Tobii eye tracking systems.   

Performed the first two eye movement studies of reading on a PDA using 
traditional text presentation in the Page format and dynamic text presentation 
in the Adaptive RSVP format. Disproved the notion that reducing eye move-
ments by using RSVP improves reading speed or reduces task load. 

Developed Rapido, a research prototype for evaluating traditional and dy-
namic text presentation on J2ME enabled mobile phones. Implemented the 
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Paging, Leading, and RSVP formats and integrated the Rapido prototype 
with the Orbit eye tracking system and the EyeAlign suite.  

Performed the first eye movement studies of traditional and dynamic text 
presentation formats on a mobile phone. Found that Paging and RSVP was 
better than Scrolling and Leading, but also showed that RSVP displaying 
one word at a time was not optimal.  

Introduced Predictive Text Presentation, a dynamic text presentation format 
based on RSVP that utilizes linguistic adaptation and segmentation as well 
as eye movement modelling. Evaluated PTP against the Page format and 
word-for-word RSVP and found that PTP could improve readability. 

Proposed a hyper-graeco-latin-square design for future readability evalua-
tions. The design achieves a perfect randomisation of text, format and pres-
entation order; factors that must be controlled when evaluating readability in 
repeated measurement evaluations.  

Suggested further improvements of the PTP format using existing language 
and eye movement modelling resources and introduced the notion of the 
personal corpus. Identified a few interesting avenues of research based on 
previous findings and experiences.
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Experimental Designs 

These experimental designs based on latin-squares are discussed in the the-
sis. The graeco-latin-square is used in the evaluations and the hyper-graeco-
latin-square is a proposed improvement for future studies. 

Graeco-Latin-Square

A graeco-latin-square is a latin-square of two sets of n elements, S and T, 
ordered in a n*n table so that each cell contain an ordered set <s, t> and no 
row or column contains more than one s or one t. If we let the formats be 
S = {Α, Β, Χ, ∆} and the texts T = {α, β, χ, δ}, we can create a GLS of ex-
perimental conditions (Table 10).     

Table 10 Fourth order graeco-latin-square (GLS) for readability studies

Format Α / Text α Format Β / Text β Format Χ / Text χ Format ∆ / Text δ
Format Β / Text β Format Χ / Text χ Format ∆ / Text δ Format Α / Text α
Format Χ / Text χ Format ∆ / Text δ Format Α / Text α Format Β / Text β
Format ∆ / Text δ Format Α / Text α Format B / Text β Format Χ / Text χ

Format Β / Text χ Format Χ / Text δ Format ∆ / Text α Format Α / Text β
Format Χ / Text δ Format ∆ / Text α Format Α / Text β Format Β / Text χ
Format ∆ / Text α Format Α / Text β Format Β / Text χ Format Χ / Text δ
Format Α / Text β Format B / Text χ Format Χ / Text δ Format ∆ / Text α

Format Χ / Text α Format ∆ / Text β Format Α / Text χ Format Β / Text δ
Format ∆ / Text β Format Α / Text χ Format Β / Text δ Format Χ / Text α
Format Α / Text χ Format Β / Text δ Format Χ / Text α Format ∆ / Text β
Format B / Text δ Format Χ / Text α Format ∆ / Text β Format Α / Text χ

Format ∆ / Text χ Format Α / Text δ Format Β / Text α Format Χ / Text β
Format Α / Text δ Format Β / Text α Format Χ / Text β Format ∆ / Text χ
Format Β / Text α Format Χ / Text β Format ∆ / Text χ Format Α / Text δ
Format Χ / Text β Format ∆ / Text χ Format Α / Text δ Format B / Text α
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Hyper-Graeco-Latin-Square
A hyper-graeco-latin-square is a latin-square of two sets of n elements, S and 
T, ordered in a n*n table so that each cell contain an ordered set <s, t> and 
no row or column contains more than one s or one t and both s and t are or-
thagonal for each order. If we let the formats be S = {Α, Β, Χ, ∆} and the 
texts T = {α, β, χ, δ}, we can create a HGLS of experimental conditions 
(Table 11).     

Table 11 Fourth order hyper-graeco-latin-square (HGLS) for readability studies 

Format Α / Text δ Format B / Text χ Format Χ / Text β Format ∆ / Text α
Format B / Text χ Format Α / Text δ Format ∆ / Text α Format Χ / Text β
Format Χ / Text β Format ∆ / Text α Format Α / Text δ Format B / Text χ
Format ∆ / Text α Format Χ / Text β Format B / Text χ Format Α / Text δ

Format B / Text α Format Χ / Text δ Format ∆ / Text χ Format Α / Text β
Format Χ / Text δ Format B / Text α Format Α / Text β Format ∆ / Text χ
Format ∆ / Text χ Format Α / Text β Format B / Text α Format Χ / Text δ
Format Α / Text β Format ∆ / Text χ Format Χ / Text δ Format B / Text α

Format Χ / Text χ Format ∆ / Text δ Format Α / Text α Format B / Text β
Format ∆ / Text δ Format Χ / Text χ Format B / Text β Format Α / Text α
Format Α / Text α Format B / Text β Format Χ / Text χ Format ∆ / Text δ
Format B / Text β Format Α  / Text α Format ∆ / Text δ Format Χ / Text χ

Format ∆ / Text β Format Α / Text χ Format B / Text δ Format Χ / Text α
Format Α / Text χ Format ∆ / Text β Format Χ / Text α Format B / Text δ
Format B / Text δ Format Χ / Text α Format ∆ / Text β Format Α / Text χ
Format Χ / Text α Format B / Text δ Format Α / Text χ Format ∆ / Text β
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